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Rotary Air Compressors

1. Introduction. 2. Comparison of Reciprocating and Rotary Air Compressors. 3. Types of Rotary
Air Compressors. 4. Roots Blower Compressor. 5. Vane Blower Compressor. 6. Back/low in Positive
Displacement Air Compressors. 7 Centrifugal Compressor. 8. Work4one by a Centrifugal Compressor.
9, Velocity Triangle for Moving Blades of a Centrifugal Compressor. 10. Width of Impeller Blades.
Ii. Pre whirl. 12. Axial Flow Compressors. 13. Comparison of Centrifugal and Axial Flow Air
Compressors. 14. Velocity Diagrams for Axial Flaw Air Compressors. 15. Degree of Reaction.

29.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have discussed the reciprocating compressors, in which the pressure

of the air is increased in its cylinder with the help ofa moving piston. But in a rotary air compressor,
the air is entrapped between two sets of engaging surface and the pressure of air is increased by
squeezing action or back flow of the air.

20.2. Comparison of Reciprocating and Rotary Air Compressors

Following are the main points of comparison of reciprocating and rotary air compressors:

S. NO.
	 Reciprocating air compressors

The maximum delivery pressure may be as
as 1000 bar.

2. The maximum free air discharge is about
m3lmin.

3. They are suitable for low discharge of air at v
high pressure.

4. The speed of air compressor is low.
5;	 The air supply is intermittent.
6.	 The size of air compressor is large for the gi

discharge.
7	 The balancing is a major problem.
$.	 The lubricating system is complicated.
9.	 The air delivered is less clean, as it comes

contact with the lubricating oil.
to.	 Isothermal eficicncy is used for all sorts

calculations.

Rotary air compressors
The maximum delivery pressure is 10 bar only.

The maximum free air discharge is as high as
3000 m3/min.
They are suitable for large discharge of air at low
pressure.
The speed of air compressor is high.
The air supply is contf'uous.
The size of air compressor is small for the same
discharge.
There is no balancing problem.
The lubricating system is simple.
The air delivered is more clean, as it does not
come in contact with the lubricating oil.
Isentropic efficiency is used for all sorts of
calculations.

29.3. Types of Rotary Air Compressors
Though there are many types of rotary air compressors, yet the following are important from

the subject point of view:
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I. Roots blower compressor; 2. Vane blower compressor; 3. Centrifugal blower compressor
and 4. Axial flow compressor.

The first two compressors are popularly known as positive displacement compressors, whereas
the last two as non-positive displacement. We shall discuss all the above mentioned rotary compres-
sors one by one.
Note: The positive displacement compressors (i.e. roots blower and vane blower) are not very popular from
the practical point of view. However, they have some academic importance. The only important rotary
compressor is the centrifugal blower compressor.
29.4. Roots Blower Compressor

A roots blower compressor, in its simplest form, consists of two rotors with lobes rotating in
an air tight casing which has inlet and outlet ports. Its action resembles with that of a gear pump.
There are many designs of wheels, but they generally have two or three lobes (and sometimes even
more). In all cases, their action remains the same as shown in Fig. 29.1(a) and (b). The lobes are so
designed that they provMe an air4ight joint at the point of their contact.

(a)	 (b)

Fig. 29.1. Roots blower compressor.

The mechanical energy is provided to one of the rotors from some external source, while the
other is gear driven from the first. As the rotors rotate, the air, at atmospheric pressuEe, is trapped in
the pockets formed between the lobes and casing. The rotary motion of the lobes delivers theentrapped
air into the receiver. Thus more and more flow of air into the receiver increases its pressure. Finally,
the air at a higher pressure is delivered from the receiver.

It will be interesting to know that when the rotating lobe uncovers the exit port, some air (under
high pressure) flows back into the pocket from the receiver. It is known as backflow process. The air,
which flows from the receiver to the pocket, gets mixed up with the entrapped air. The backflow of
air continues, till thepressure in the pocket and receiver is equalised. Thus the pressure ofairentrapped
in the pocket is increased at constant volume entirely by the backtlow of air. The backflow process
is shown in Fig. 29.2. Now the air is delivered to the receiver by the rotation of the lobes. Finally, the
air at a higher pressure is delivered from the receiver.

Let	 p1 = Intake pressure of air,

p2 = Discharge pressure of air,

= Isentropic index for air, and
v 1 = Volume of air compressed.

We know that theoretical work done in compressing the air,

=	 1[( ^2) Y Y1 _l j
L

-i) 
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and actual work	 = v 1 (p2—p1)	 ... (ii)

Efficiency of roots blower (also known as roots efficiency),

1:i
__ 1(E2 ) y

xpivi l7 — 'LPu 	 .1
11 =	 v1(p2—Pd

1
[r_ —I IJ

y—1	 (r—l)

where r is the pressure ratio (i.e. p2 /p1). Now the power required to drive the compressor may be
found out from the work done as usual. Thus we see that the efficiency of roots blower decreases
with the increase in pressure ratio.
Notes: 1. Sometimes air at high pressure itobtained by placing two or more roots blower in series, and having
intercoolers between each stage.

2. The air is delivered four times in one revolution in case of two-lobbed rotor. Similarly, the air is
delivered six times in one revolution in c.ce of three-lobbed rotor.

Example 29.1. A Roots blower compressor compresses 0.05 m 3 ofairfrom) bar to 1.5 bar
per revolution. Find the compressor efficiency.

Solution. Given :v,=0.05m 3 ;p 1 =l bar =lxlOt N/rn2 ;p2=l.5 bar =l.5Xl05 N/rn2

We know that actual work done per revolution,

W1 = v1 (p2 —p)= 0.05(1.5x105 -1xl05) = 2500N-m

and ideal work done per revolution.

1
W2 =-T-1 x P1v1 l fr-) _1r

J

= l.lxt05x0.05[(Jl!)i4_h]=2150Nm

Compressor efficiency.

W2 2150
or 86%At.

W, 2500

29.5. Vane Blower Compressor

A vane blower, in its simplest form, Consists of a disc rotating eccentrically in an air tight
casing with inlet and outlet ports. The disc has a number of slots (generally 4 to 8) containing vanes:
When the rotor rotates the disc, the vanes are pressed against
the casing, due to centrifugal force, and form air tight pockets.

The mechanical energy is provided to the disc from some
external source. As the.disc rotates, the air is trapped in the ILpockets forihed between the vanes and casing. First of all, the
rotary motion of the vanes compresses theair. When the rotating
vane uncovers the exit port, some air (under high pressure)
flows back into the pocket in the same way as discussed in the
ease of roots blower compressor. Thus the pressure of air, Fig. 29.2. Vane blower compressor.
entrapped in the pocket, is increased first by decreasing the
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volume and then by the backflow of air as shown in Fig. 29.2. Now the air is delivered to the receiver
by the rotation of the vanes. Finally, the air at a high pressure is delivered from the receiver.

29.6. Backflow in Positive Displacement Air Compressors

We have discussed two important types of positive displacement air compressors viz., Roots
blower compressor and vane blower compressor in the last articles. In both the cases, the air is
delivered to the receiver by the rotating lobes or vanes. It will be intereting to know, that when the
rotating lobe (in case of Roots blower) or vane (in case of vane blower) ucovers the exit port, some
air (under high pressure) from the receiver flows back into the pockets formed between lobes and
casing or lanes and casing. This backflow of air mixes up with the entrapped air, and continues until
the pressure in the pockets and receiver are equalised. Thus the pressure of air delivered from the
por ket to the receiver is taken to be equal to the receiver pressure. The process of backflow of air is
an irreversible process, and called irreversible compression.

It may be noted that the increase of pressure in a Roots blower is entirely due to backtlow,
and this process is explained on p-v diagram as shown in Fig. 29.3 (a).

- Volume	 -	 - Volume
(a) Roots blower compressor. 	 (b) Vane blower compressor.

Fig. 29.3. p-v diagram of air compressor.

The increase of pressure in a vane blower takes place first due to compression and then due
to backflow as shown in Fig. 29.3 (b). Strictly speaking, the Roots blower compressor is of academic
interest only. but vane blower compressor has been used, but with little success. Now consider a vane
blower compressor compressing air as shown in Fig. 29.3 (b).

Let	 p1 = Intake pressure of air,

p2 = Discharge pressure of air,

Pd = Pressure at point 3.

7 = Isentropic index for air, and
V 1 = Volume of air compressed.

We know that work done due to compression (1-3),

I(Pa'

	 IW =--xp1 v 1 ll — I —I
'y–1	 j,Pi) 

and work clone due to backrlow (3-2),

W2 = v2(p2–pj)
	

(ii)

Total work done, W = W1 + W2

(I)
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Efficiency of the vane blower (also known as vane blower efficiency)

	

11 = w1+w2	 ..(ui)

Now the power required to drive to compressor maybe found out from the work done as usual.
Note: The value of 02 or Pa in equation (ii) maybe found Out from the relation.

Off
I Ph02 = V1 I -

P4

Example 292. A rotary vane compressor compresses 4.5 i'd of air per minutE from I bar
to 2 bar when running at 450 r p in. Find the power required to drive the compressor when 'L the
ports are so placed that there is no internal compression and 2. the ports are so placed that there
is 50% increase in pressure due to compression before the backJlow occurs..

Solution. Given:v i =4.5m3/min;p i =l bar= lxlOSN/m2;pz=2bar=2x1O5N/m2;
N = 450 r.p.m.

Power required to drive the compressor when there is no internal compression
We know that work done without internal compression,

W = v1 (p2 — p 1 ) = 4.5(2x 10— lx 10) = 450000N-m/min

= 450 kN-rtilmin
Power required to drive the compressor,

P = 450/60 = 7.5 kW Ans.
2. Power required to drive the compressor when there is 50% increase in pressure due to
compression

Since there is 50% increase in the pressure due to compression, therefore delivery pressure
before backflow,

pd-1+0.5(2-1)=I. bar =l.5xl0N/m

(	 \It	
/	 1/14

	

p 1 	 i
02 = 

V i

 xl - I = 4.5 - I = 3.37 m3 1mm

	

Pa)	 l.5)

We know that theoretical work done in compressing the air from I bar to 1.5 bar,
L1 -1

w	 - II
?—	

[(
"

pJ	 j
= 1.4 -41x1xl W x4.5[(i) 

14

= 193 SOON-rn/mm = 193.5 kN-m(min

and work done inbackflow 	 W2 = v2(p2—Pd) = 3.37(2x lOs — 1.5x IO)

= 168 500 N-rn/mm = 168.5 kN-m/min
Total work done.	 W W1 + W2 = 193.5 + 168.5 = 362 kN-mtmin

and power required to drive the compressor,

P = 362/60 = 6.03 kw Ans.
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29.7. Centrifugal Compressor

A centrifugal blower compressor, in its simplest form, consists of a rotor (or impeller) to which a
number ofcurved vanes are tilted symmetrically. The rotor rotates in an air tight volute casing with inlet
and outlet points. The casing for the compressor is so designed
that the kinetic energy of the air is converted into pressure
energy before U leaves the casing as shown in Fig. 29.4. t

The mechanical energy is provided to the rotor from
some external source. As the rotor rotates, it sucks air through
its eye, increases its pressure due to centrifugal force and
forces the air to flow over the'diffuser. The pressure of air is
further increased during its flow over the diffuser. 	 I

Finally, the air at a high pressure is delivered to the
receiver. It will be interesting to know that the air enters the
impeller radially and leaves the vanes axially.
Notes: 1. The curved vanes as well as the diffuser are so designed
thaithe airenters and leaves their tips tangentially i.e. without shock. 	 Diffuser	

Impeler
Their surface is made very smooth in order to minimise the frictional

Fig. 29.4. Centrilligal compressor

2. The workdone by a centrifugal compressor (or power required to drive it) may be found out either
by the velocity triangles or otherwise
29.8. Workdone by a Centrifugal Air Compressor

We have already discussed in Art. 28.6 the work done by a single acting reciprocating air
compressor. The equations for work done or power required to drive the reciprocating compressor
are applicable for the work done or power required by a rotary compressor also. Thus workdone by
a rotary compressor,

where

(v,

]
W = 2.3p 1 v 1 log

i 02
-

= 2.3mR1 logr

I (e I —I]-

"-I

----xmRT1 [1_iJ
n—I	 LPu)

r'=1_I X P I V I [J 	 _l.]

= mc(T2TI)

p1 = Initial pressure of air,

= Initial volume of air,

(For isothermal compression)

(wherer=v,1V2 or p2Ip,)

(For polytropic compression)

.,.(:pv=mRl)

(For isentropic compression)

1', = Initial temperature of air,

P2' V2.. T = Corresponding values for the final condition..

m = Mass of air compressed per minute,
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n = Polytropic index.

y = Isentropic index, and
c, = Specific heat at constant pressure.

Example 29.3. A centrifugal compressor delivers 50 kg of air per minute at a pressure of 2
bar and 97' C. The intake pressure and temperature of the air is I bar and 15" C. If no heat is lost
to the surrounding, find: I. index of compression and 2. power required, if the compression is
isothermal. Take R = 287 i/kg K.

Solution. Given: m=5Okg/min;p 2 2 bar; T2 97°C97+273370K;p 1 =1 bar;
T1=15°C15+273288KR287JIkgK

1. Index of compression

Let	 n Index of compression.

'
We know that	

T2 (p2
-T

= (2)

1.285 = (2)

log 1.285 = 21	 X log 2	 ... (Taking log of both sides)

0.1088 = —'xO.30l

0.1088n = 0.301 n—OiOl

0.1922n = 0.301 or n = 1.57 Ans.

2. Power required if the compression is isothermal
We know that work done by the compressor if the compression is isothermal,

W = 2.37nRT log r

= 2.3x50x287x288 log 21/min	 . r =p21p1)

= 9505440x0.301 = 2861 140J/mi 4= 2861.I4kJ/min

Power required, P = 286114160 =47.7kW Ans.

Example 29.4. A centrifugal air compressor having a pressure compression ratio of S
compresses air at the rate of 10 kg/s. If the initial pressure and temperature of the air is I bar and
26P C. find: 1. the final temperature of the gas, and 2. power required to drive the compressor. Take
y=I.4 and c=IkJi1gK.

Solution. Given :p2 1p5;mlOkgIs;p 1 l bar; T120°C=20+273293K;
y= l.4;c,,=l kJ/kg K

Final temperature of the gas

Let	 T2 = Final temperature of the gas.
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1:1
TI. that	
7 = (-)	

= (5)	 = 1.594

= T1 x 1.584 = 293x 1.584 = 464K = 191°C Ans.

2. Power required by the compressor
We know that the workdone by the compressor,

W = mcr(T2_TI) = lox 1(464-293) = I710kJ/s

Power required to drive the compressor,

P = 1710kW Ans.	 .,.( ; lkJ/s=lkW)

Example 29.5. A rotary air compressor receives air at a pressure of/ bar and 17° C, and
delivers it at a pressure of 6 bar. Determine, per kg of air delivered, work done by the compressor
and heat exchanged with the jacket water when the compression is isothermal, isentropic and by the
relation p& 6 = Constant.

Solution. (3iven:p 1 = I bar; T1 =17°C= 17+273=290K;p2 =6bar;m= 1kg

Isothermal compression
We know that work done by the compressor,

W = 2.3mRT1 log (]= 2.3x I x287x290 log ()J

= 148 970 J = 148.97 Id Ans.

We also know that in isothermal compression, the temperature of air during the process
remains Constant. Thus the entire work done is carried away by the jacket water in the form of heat.
Therefore, heat exchanged with the jacket water

= 148.97 U Ans.

hen tropic compression
Let	 T2 = Final temperature of the air.

1.4-I
T2 (	 (6

We know that	 - =
T,	

)	
=J=l.668

T2 = x 1.668 = 290x 1.668 = 484K

We know that work done by the compressor

= mc(T2_ T1 ) = lx 1(484-290) = l94 kJ Ans.

We also know that in isentropic compression, heat exchanged with the jacket water is
zero. Ans.

Compression by the relation po' 6 = Constant

36-I
1P

We know that	 '2
- =

,	

= 6 )I6 = 1.958

T2 = T3 Xl.958 = 290x1.958= 568K
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We know that work done by the compressor

= mc(T2_ TI) = lx 1(568-290) = 278 kJ Ans.

We also know that in polytropic process, heat exchanged

=	 x Work done = 1.4-1.6
y—1	

1.4—I x278 =-139 kJ Ans.

The minus sign means that heat is taken by the air from the jacket water

29.9. Velocity Triangles for Moving Blades of a Centrifugal Compressor

We have already discussed that in a centrifugal compressor, the air enters radially and leaves
axially. Moreover, the blades ano diffuser are so designed that the air enters and leaves them
tangentially for the shockless entry and exit.

Consider a stream of air, entering the curved blade at C, and leaving it at D as shown in Fig.

29.5 (a) and (b).

•	 Vt,i

(3
yE

-'

cLv v,,--i--

A f.!

B

(C')	 (b)

Fig. 29.5. Velocity triangles for a centrifugal compressor.

Now let us draw the velocity triangles at the inlet and outlet tips of the blades as shown in Fig.
29.5 (a) and (b).

Let	 V,, = Linear velocity of the moving blade at inlet (BA),

V= Absolute velocity of the air entering the blade (AC),

V, = Relative velocity of air to the moving blade at inlet (BC). It is vectorial
difference between V and V,

V,= Velocity of flow at inlet,

0 = Angle which the relative velocity (V,) makes with the direction of
motion of the blade, and

V1,1 .	 = Corresponding values at outlet.

It may he seen from the above, that the original notations (i.e. Vh, V, V,, V1) stand for the inlet

triangle. 'nie notations with suffix I (i.e. V,, 1 . V1 . V, 1 . Vfl ) stand for the outlet triangle. A little
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consideration will show, that as the air enters and leaves the blades without any shock (or in other
words tangentially), therefore shape of the blades will be such that V,and Vrj will be along the tangents
to the blades at inlet and outlet respectively.

The air enters the blades along A C with a velocity (V). Since the air enters the blades at right
angle (i.e. radially) to the direction of motion of the blade, therefore velocity of flow (l,) will be equal
to the air velocity (V). Moreover, velocity of whirl at inlet (V) will be zero. The linear velocity or
mean velocity of blades (Yb) is represented by BA in magnitude and direction. The length BC
represents the relative velocity (V,) of the air with respect to the blade. The air now glides over and
leaves the blade with a relative velocity (V, 1 ) which is represented by DE.

The absolute velocity of air (V1 ) as it leaves the blade is represented by DF inclined at an angle
with the direction of the blade motion. The tangential component of V (represented by FG) is

known as velocity of whirl at exit (V). The axial component of V1 (represented by DG) is known
asvelocity of flow at exit (Vfi).

Let	 m = Mass of air compressed by the compressor in kg/s.

We know that according to Newton's second law of motion, force in the direction of motion
of blades (in newtons).

F = Mass of air flowing in kg/s x Change in the velocity of whirl in m/s

=m(V+V,1)=mV,,,,1

and work done in the direction of motion of the blades,

W = Force x Distance = m V,, 1 VbI N-rn/s or i/s

Now power required to drive the compressor may be found out as usual, by the relation,

P	 Work done jnJ/s = mV,,, 1 V., watts	 . . .(lJIs=l watt)

Notes: 1. The blade velocity at inlet or outlet (b or V 1 ) may be found Out by the relation,

,t DNVb =	 and t'M =60
where D and D1 are the internal and external diameters of the impeller.

2. Under ideal conditions (or in other words for maximum work) V,, 1 = Vbi.
Therefore ideal work done

= m(V,,)' = m(VJJ/s
Example 29.6. A centrifugal compressor running at 2000 r.p.m. receives air at) ?° C. If the

outer diameter of the blade sip is 750 mm find the temperature of the air leaving the compressor.
Take c,,, = I k/Ag K.

Solution. Given :N=20(X)r.p.rn.;T1 =l7°C= 17+273=290K;D 1 =750mm=0.75
rri;c=l kJ/kg K

Temperature of the air leaving the compressor
Let	 T2 = Temperature of the air leavingihe compressoi

We know that tangential velocity of the Outer blade tip,

V61
	 rx0.75x2000

hI	 60 -	 60	
_
—78.6m/s
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Work done per kg of air.

W = in (VhI)2 = 1(78 .6)2 	6178 i/s = 6.178 Id/s

We also know that workdone (W),

6.178 = mc,,(T2 —T1 ) = lxl(T2-290)

T2 = 6.178+290 = 296.178 K = 23.178°C Ans.

Example 29.7. A rotary air compressor working between I bar and 2.5 bar has internal and
external diameters of impeller as 300 mm and 600 mm respectively. The vane angle at inlet and outlet
are 31' and 45° respectively. lIthe air enters the impeller at 15 nt/s. find: 1. speed of the impeller in
r.p.m. and 2. workdone by the compressor per kg of air.

Solution. Given:p 1 =l bar; *p2 =2.S bar; D300m1fl0.3m;D1600fl1m=0.6m

0=30°;=45°;V=l5m/s 	 .,

I. Speed ofthe impeller	
F

Let	 N = Speed of the impeller in r.p.m.
From the inlet velocity triangle, as shown in Fig. 29.6. we 	 V1

	 71",
find that the blade velocity. 	 ,0

V	 _J!__ 2598in/s
tan 30°	 0.5774

We know that speed of the impeller (I's),

it 	 ,t0.3N
25.98 = - =	 = 0.0151W

60	 60

N = 1655 r.p.m. Ans.

2. Work done by the compressor per kg of air
From the outlet triangle, as shown in Fig. 29.6, we find that

the blade velocity at outlet,

V 1 = Vx-1 = Vb X	 = 25.98x- = 51.96rnls

and velocity of whirl at Outlet,

V	 ISV,1 = V 1 —	 = 51.96-- = 36.96m1s	 ...(; V' 1 = V/ = t)
tan45°	 I 

Since the velocity of blade at outlet (51.96 mIs) is more than velocity of whirl at outlet (36.96
m/s), therefore shape of the outlet triangle will be as shown in Fig. 29.6.

We know that workdone by the compressor per kg of air,

W = mV,. 1 V = lx 36.96x51.96 = 1920.44 i/s Ans.

29.10. Width of Impeller Blades
The width of impeller blades at inlet or outlet of a rotary air compressor is found out from the

fact that mass of air flowing through the blades at inlet and outlet is constant. Now consider a rotary
air compressor compressing the air, whose blade widths at inlet or outlet is required to be found Out

*	 Superfluous data
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Let	 b = Width of the impeller blades at inlet.

D = Diameter of impeller at inlet.
V1 = Velocity of flow at inlet,

= Specific volume of air at inlet,

h 1 , D 1 . Vf 1 , v 1 = Corresponding values at outlet, and

m = Mass of the air flowing through the impeller.
We know that the mass of air flowing through the impeller at inlet,

iWb V
m=

V

Similarly, mass of air flowing through the impeller at outlet,

D, b, l'
V'1

Since the mass of bir flowing through the impeller is constant, therefore,

Note: Sometimes, number and thickness of the blades is also taken into consideration. In such a case, mass of
air flowing through the impeller at inlet.

(sit) - sib) V1
Sn =

V

where it stands for the number of blades.
Example 29.8. Acentrfugal air compressor having infernal and external diameters of 250

mm and 500 min respectively compresses 30 kg of air per minute while running at 4000 rpm The
vane angles at inlet and outlet are 30° and4(F respectively. Find the necessary thickness of the blade
if the impeller contains 40 blades. Take specific volume of air as 0.8 m/kg

Solution. Given: D=250mm=0.25mD1=500mm=0.5m;ni=3Okg/niin=0.5kg/s;
N=4000r.p.m.;0=300;4=400;n=40;v=0.8m3/kg

We know that impeller velocity at inlet,
itDN itxO.25x4000

Vh ==	 =52.4m/s60	 60

and velocity or flow at inléf, V1 = V, tan 0	 52.4 tan 300 = 30.2 m/s

Let	 b = Thickness of the blades.

We know that mass of air flowing through the impeller (m),

0.5 = (,tD 
- ub) l, =	 X 0.25-40 b) 30.2

0.8

or	 0.0 1.32 = 0.7855 - 40b

b=0.0l93m = 19.3 mm Ans.

29.11. Prewhirl

(ii)

(iii)

It has been observed that tangential velocity of the inlet impeller end is very high due to its
exceedingly high revolutions per minute (sometimes, as high as 20 9(X) r.p rn). At this point, there
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is always a tendency for the air stream to break away from the trailing face of the curved part of the
impeller vane. This phenomenon, under certain sel of condltions*causes the shock waves to form.
The shock waves increase the loss of energy.

In order to eliminate (or reduce) the shock waves, the air is made to rotate before it enters the
impeller blades. This process, which causes the air to enter the impeller blades at a reduced velocity
(Without effecting the mass of air toiow and velocity of flow), is known as pie-rotation or prewhirl.

.29.12. Axial Flow Compresrs
An axial flow compressor, in its simplest form, consists of a number of rotating blade rows

fixed to a rotating drum. The drum rotates inside an air tight casing to which are fixed stator blade
rows, as shown in Fig. 29.7. The blades are made of aerofoil section to reduce the loss caused by
turbulence and boundary separation.

Fhnd hirtnx

Fig. 29.7. Axial how compressor.

The mechanical energy is provided to the rotating shaft, which rotates the drum. The air enters
from the left side of the compressor. As the drum rotates, the airflows through the alternately arranged
stator and rotor. As the air flows from one set of stator and rotor to another, it gets compressed. Thus
successive compression of the air, in all the sets of stator and rotor, the air is delivered at a high
pressure at the outlet point.
29.13. Comparison of Centrifugal and Axial Flow Air Compressors

Following are the main points of comparison of the centrifugal and axial flow air compressors

S.No.	 Centrifugal compressor	 .4 oat flow compressor

The flow of air is perpendicular to the axis of The flow of air is parallel to the axis of compressor.
compressor.

2. It has low manufacturing and running cost. 	 It has high manufacturing and running cost.

3. It requires low starting torque. 	 It requires high starting torque.

4. It is not suitable for multi-staging. 	 It is suitable for multi-staging.

5. It requires large frontal area for a given rare It requires less frontal area for a given rate of flow.
of flow.	 It makes the compressor suitable for air crafts.

* This condition is popularly defined in terms of Mach number, If the Mach number is less than unity, the
flow is known as subsonic. But if it is equal to unity, the flow is known as sonic. Similarly, lithe Mach
number is more than unity, the flow is known as supersonic. The shock waves are formed when the Mach
number exceeds 0.90. The value of Mach number is mathematically given by the relation.

VI,

MN =



B

Fig. 29.9. Combined velocity diagram
with 50% degree of reaction

(i)
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29.14. Velocity Diagrams for Axial Flow Air Compressors
We have already discussed in Art. 29.12 that in an axial flow compressor, the drum with rotor

blades, rotates inside a casing with a fixed of stator blades. The inlet and outlet velocity triangles for
the rotor blades are show i inFig. 29.8 (a) and (b). The general relations between the inlet and outlet
velocity triangles are as below:

A°
Rotor
bladet_..V4.	 a1 (3 a

	V,	 blade

_1 I 
	(a) Separate velocity diagrams. 	 (h) Combined velocity diagram.

Fig. 29.8. Velocity diagrams for axial flow compressor.

I. Blade velocity (Vb) for both the triangles is equal.

2. Velocity of flow (V1) for both the triangles is also equal.

3. Relative velocity in outlet triangle(V,) is less than that in inlet triangle (V,) due to friction.

Notes: I. Work done by the compressor per kg of air.
w = Vb (V, 1 -- V_) in N-m or

2. Sometimes, work factor or work input factor is also given. In such a case, work done by the
compressor per kg of air,

w=V5 (V, 1 —V,)x Work factor	 c

29.15. Degree of Reaction
It is an important term in the field of axial flow

compressor which may be defined as the ratio of pres-
sure rise in the rotor blades to the pressure rise in the
compressor in one stage.

As a matter of fact, the degree of reaction is A
usually kept a 50% or 0.5 for all types of axial flow
comnressors.

Mathematically, degree of reaction,

- Pressure rise in rotor blades
- Pressure rise in compressor

(V)2 - (V1)2

2	 (V,)2 —(V,1)2

= V (V, 1 - V,,)	 2Vh (11,, 1 - V,,)

First of all, let us draw a combined velocity diagram for an axial flow compressor (with degree
of reaction as 0.5), as shown in Fig. 29.9.
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From the geometry of the figure, we find that

V,,= AB—AE =V5 —V1 tan13; and V,, 1 = AB—AF =

(V,, 1 - V,,) = (Yb — Van13I)—(Vh—VJtan(3)

	

= V1 (tan 13—tan I3 )	 ..(ii)

Moreover, from the geometry of the figure, we also find that

(V,)2 = (V,)2+(V1tan 13)2

and	 (V)2	 (I/)2 + (l., tan 13)2

(V,)2 —(V)2 = [092 +(l.Ian 13) 2 1 KY, +( V, tan 13)21

= (V1 tan 13)2 - (V1 (an j3)2 = (V1)2 (tan' 13—tan' 13)	 (iii)

Now substituting the values of (V,,1 - V,,) and I(V,)2 - (V, 1 )21 from equations (ii) and (iii) in
equation (i), we have degree of reaction,

R = (V,)2(tan2 13—tan2 1) ) = V1 (tan 13 + tan

2 Vh V, (Ian l3— tan l3l)

Now substituting the value of degree of reaction as 0.5, we have

- V(tan13+tan
2V,,

V
- = tan 13+tan
I

From the geometry of the figure, we find that

V
7V tan a + tan a,= tan ct + tan 13 = tan a 1 + ttn I3
I

Z13=Za1 and Zt3,=La

It is thus obvious, that for 50% reaction, the compressor will have symmetrical blades.
Example 29.9. An axial flow compressor, with compression ratio as 5, draws air or 2(i C

delivers it at 50° C Assuming 50% degree of reaction find the velocity offlow tf the blade velocity
is 10) m/s.Also find the number of stages Take work factor = 085 0(=  10° 13 40° and c I
kJikgK.

Solution. Given: *pJp1=5;T1=200C=20+273=293K;T2=500C=323K;R=50%
=0.5 ;  V,, = 100 rn/s ; Work factor = 0.85 ;a= 10";	 40° ;c = I kJ/kg K

Velocity offlow

Let	 V1 = Velocity of flow.

From the geometry of the velocity triangle (Fig. 29.9), we know that
Yb
- = tan a+ tan p = tan I0°+ tan 4O°
I

Superfluous data
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100
= 0.1763+0.8391 = 1.0154

Vf

Vf=98.5m/sArts.

Number of stages

We know that total work required per kg of air

= c(T2_ T1 ) = 1(323-293) = 30kJIkg

From the geometry cf the velocity triangles, we also know that

= V1 tan a = 98.5 xtan 100 = 98.5 xO.1763 = 17.4 rn/s

and	 V1 = V,,, tan a1 = 98.5 tan 4O° = 98.5x0.8391 = 82.7inls

(with 50% reaction, La1 = Z )

We know that workdone per kg of air per stage,

= Vh ( - V) xWork factor

100 (82.7— 17.4)x0.85 = 5550J = 5.55 kJ/kg

Total work required = -- =
Number of stages =
	

5.4 say 6 Ans..
 Work done per stage 5.55

EXERCISES

I. Air at I bar and 30'C is to be compressed to 1.2 bar at the rate of  50m 3/min. Find the power required
by a Root's blower.	 [Ans. 15.45 kW]

2. Compare the work inputs required fora Roots blower and a vane type compressor having the same
induced volume of 0.03 m 3 per revolution, the inlet pressure being 1.013 bar and the pressure ratio 3.5 to I. For
the vane type, assume i.t internal compression takes place through half the pressure range.

[Ans. 1.52 ki, 1.352 kJJ

3. A centrifugal compressor having compression ratio of 2 delivers air at the rate of 1.5 kg/s. Find the
power required to drive the compressor with isothermal compression, if the intake temp 'ature is 3(X) K.

[Ans. 89.5 kW]

4. A centrifugal air compressor receives air at I bar and deliver it at 3.5 bar. Find the final temperature
of air. if the initial temperature of air is 310K. The compfessor compresses 2 k of air per second. Take yas 3.4.

[Ans. 443 KI

5	 A rotary air compressor compresses 100kg of air per minute from 1.2 bar and 20° C to 4.8 bar.
Find the power required by the compressor, if the compression is isentropic and by the relation p 1 '5 = C. Take

= 1.008 kJ/kg K.	 [Ans. 247 kW 300 kWl

6. An axial flow compressor, with compression ratio as 4, draws air at 20°C and delivers it at 197° C.
'The mean blade speed and flow velocity are constant throughout the compressor. Assuming 50 percent reaction
binding and taking blade velocity as 180 mIst find the flow velocity and the number of stages. Take work factor
= 0.82 a= 12° 13=42° and c,, = 3.005 kJ/1g K.	 [Ans. 162 nits ; 101

QUESTIONS

1. What is the difference between rotary and reciprocating compressor?

Z. Derive an expression for efficiency of a Roots blower in terms of pressure ratio and ratio
of specific heats.

3. Describe with a neat sketch, the working of a vane blower compressor and show its p.v

diagram. For what applications, it is used.
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4. Explain, with a neat sketch, the working of a centrifugal compressor and obtain an
expression for the workdone.

5. Discuss the method of finding the width of impeller blades in a rotary air compressor.

6. Define 'prewhirl'. Explain its effect on the impeller of a centrifugal pump.
7. Explain, with a neat sketch, the working of an axial flow compressor.
S. Differentiate between centrifugal compressor and axial flow compressor.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS
I. The positive displacement compressor is

(a) roots blower compressor 	 (b) vane blower compressor
(c) centrifugal compressor 	 ( axial flow compressor
(e)both (a) and (b)	 (f) both (c) and (d)

2. The rotary compressors are used for delivering
(a) small quantities of air at high pressures (b) large quantities of air at high pressures
(c) small quantities of air at low pressures (d) large quantities of air at low pressures

3. The maximum delivery pressure in a rotary air compressor is
(a) 10 bar	 (b) 20 bar	 (c) 30 bar	 ( 40 bar

4. The speed of a rotary compressor is .....as compared to reciprocating air compressor.
(a) high	 (b) low

5. The type of rotary compressor used in gas turbines is of
(a) centrifugal type (b) axial flow type (c) radial flow type (d) none of these

6. If the flow of air through the compressor is perpendicular to its axis, then it is a
(a) reciprocatin compressor	 (b) centrifugal compressor
(c) axial flow 6ompressor 	 (d) turbo compressor

7. In a centrifugal compressor, an increase in speed at a given pressure ratio causes
(a) increase in flow 	 -	 (b) decrease jg flow
(c) increase in efficiency 	 (d) decrease in efficiency
(e) increase in flow and decrease in efficiency

8. In an axial flow compressor, the ratio of pressure in the rotor blades to the pressure rise
in the compressor in one stage is known as

(a) work factor	 (b) slip factor	 (c) degree of reaction (d) pressure coefficient
9. A compressor mostly used for supercharging of I.C. engines is

(a) radial flow compressor 	 (b) axial flow compressor
(c) roots blower	 (d) reciprocating compressor

10. Which of the following statement is correct as regard to centrifugal compressors?
(a)The flow of air is parallel to the axis of the compressor.
(b)The Static pressure of air in the impeller increases in order to provide centripetal

force on the air.
(c)The impeller rotates at high speeds.
(d)The maximum efficiency is higher thin multi-stage axial flow compressors.

ANSWERS
1. (e)	 2.(d)	 3(a)	 4.(a)
6.(b)	 7.(e)	 8.(c)	 9(a)	 1O.(&)
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Performance of Air Compressors

1. introduction. 2. Efficiencies of Reciprocating and Centrifugal Air Compressors, 3. Efficiencies
of Reciprocating Air Comprhsor. 4. Volumetric Efficiency of a Reciprocating Air Compressor with
Clearance Volume. 5. Thermodynamic Cycle for a Rotary Air Compressor. 6. Efficiencies of a Centrifugal
Air Compressor. 7. Static and Total Head Quantifies. 8. Slip Factor. 9. Comparison of Turbine and
Centrifugal Compressor Blades.

30.1. Introduction
In the last two chapters, we nave discussed reciprocating and rotary air compressors. Now in

this chapter, we shall discuss their efficiencies and other important performances.

30.2. Efficiencies of Reciprocating and Centrifugal Air Compressors
The efficiency of any machine is the general term used for the ratio of work done to the energy

supplied. The criterion for the thermodynamic efficiency of the reciprocating air compressor is
isothermal; whereas that for the centrifugal air compressor is isentropic. The reason for the same is
that in case of reciprocating air compressors, due to slow speed of the piston and cooling, of the
cylinder, the compression of air is approximately isothermal. But in case ofcentrifugal air compressor,
due to high speed of the rotor and without any cooling arrangement, the compression of air is
approximately isentropic. Now we shall discuss the efficiencies of both the compressors, in the
following pages.

30.3. Efficiencies of Reciprocating Air Compressor
We have already discussed in the last article that the criterion for thermodynamic efficiency

of a reciprocating air compressor is isothermal. But in general, the following efficiencies of
reciprocating air compressor are important from the subject point of view:

I. Isothermal efficiency (or compressor efficiency). It is the ratio of work (or power)
required to compress the air isothermally to the actual work required to compress the air for the same
pressure ratio. Mathematically, isothermal efficiency or compressor efficiency,

Isothermal power - Isothermal work done
Tic - Indicated power - Indicated work done

We nave already discussed for a single stage reciprocating compressor that the isothermal
work done

23 p 1 v, log[2]

682
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and indicated work done by the compressor

= Workdone during polytropic compression

= _ixivi{2J_i]

Isothermal efficiency for a single stage reciprocating compressor

2.3 io)
Pi

n—I	
P,

2. Overall isothermal efficienc y. It is the ratio of the isothermal power to the shaft power
or brake power of the motor or engine It  to drive the compressor. Mathematically, overall
isothermal efficiency,

TIO	

Isothermal power
Shaft power or B.P. of motor

3. tlechanical efficiency. It is the ratio of the indicated power to the shaft power or brake
power of the motor or engine required to drive the compressor. Mathematically, mechanical
efficiency,

Tl^-
	 Indicated power

- Shaft power or B.P. of motor
Note: The shaft power or brake power of the motor or engine

-	 Indicated power
- Mechanical efficiency

4. Isentropic efficiency. It is the ratio of the isentropic power to the brake power required
to drive the compressor. Mathematically, isentropic efficiency,

-	 Isentropic power
- B.P. required to drive the compressor

S. Vulun:etrie efficiency. It is the ratio of volume of free air delivery per stroke to the swept
volume of the piston. The volumetric efficiency of a reciprocating air compressor is different when
it is with or without clearance volume.
N)ft Since it is difficult to visualise the N.T.P. conditions of the swept air, therefore the general trend is to
define the volumetric efficiency as the ratioofactual volumc of air sucked by the compressor to the swept volume
of the piston.

Example 30.1. A reciprocating air compressor draws in 6 kg of air per minute at 250 C. It
compresses the air polyrropicolly and delivers it at 1050 C. Find the air power, lithe shaft power is
14 kW ,find the mechanical efficiency. Assume  = 0.287 kJIkg K and n = 1.3.

Solution. Given: m=6kg/mn;T1=25°C25+27329gK.rlo5°c573

= 378 K; Shaft power 14kW; R =0.287 kJ/kg K; n = 1.3
Air Power

We know that workdone by the compressor,

W = ---XmR(T2—T1) - -u- x6 X 0.287(378-298) kJ/rninn—I	 - 1.3-1
= 97 kJ/min

Air power	 = 597I09j5k\V Ans.
44--..	 •-	 6

I
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Mechanical efficiency
We know that mechanical efficiency.

Air power =	 = 0.7107 or 71.07% Ans.
Shaft power	 14

Example 30.2. A compressor draws 42.5 m3 ofair per minute into the cylinder ala pressure
of 1.05 bar. It is compressed polyiropically ( pu

t
 ' = C) to a pressure 014.2 bar before beink delivered

to a receiver. Assuming a mechanical efficiency of 80%, find;
1. Indicated power; 2. Shaft power; and 3. Overall isothermal efficiency.
Solution. Given:v 1 =42.5m3/min;p 1 =I.Os bar= l.05X105N/1n2;n=l.3P24.2bar

=42x 105 N/m2 ;1,,,=80%=0.8

I. Indicated power
We know that indicated workdone by the compressor,

W = ;ixtvi[[]_i]
Pi

=
l 1.05x l05x42.5[(	

)At_ 
i] Jimin

= 7287 x iO ]/min = 7287 ki/min

Indicated power	 = 7287/60 = 121.5 kW Ans.

2. Shaft power
We know that shaft power,

Indicated power	 = IL	 151.87 kW Ans
Mechanical efficiency	 0.8

1. Overall isothermal efficiency
We know that isothermal work done/mm,

W = 2.3p 1 v, Tog	 = 2.3 x 1.05 x IO x42.5 log 4.2-
	i/mm

Pi	 1.05

= 6180x l()J/min = 6180kJ/min

Isothermal power = 6180/60 = 103 kW
We also know that overall isothermal efficiency,

Isothermal power = 	 = 0.678	 678% Ans.° Shaft power	 151.87

, 30.4. Volumetric Efilciency of a Reciprocating Air Compressor with Clearance Volume

We hive alreadydiscussi in Art. 30.3, that the volumetric efficiency of a reciprocating air
compressor is givenby.

. VAOuuw fite air delivery per stroke
-	 S wept volume of the piston

-.	 -	 Actual volume f air sucked referred to ambient conditions
Swept volume of the piston
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Now let us derive an expression for it when the air compressor has clearance volume. Consider
a p-v diagram of a single acting reciprocating air compressor with clearance volume as shown in
Fig. 30.1.

Let	 p1 = Initial pressure of air (before compression),

= Initial volume of air (before compression).

T1 = Initial temperature of air (before compression),

p2, v, T2 = Corresponding values for the final conditions (i.e. at the delivery point),

p, v, T = Corresponding values for the ambient (i.e. N.T.P.) condition

= Clearance volume,

Swept volume of the piston, and

n = Polytropic index.
In actual practice, the temperature at the end of suction

i.e. at point us not atmospheric because the fresh air passes
over hot valves and mixes with the residual air. Also, the e
pressure at point I is not atmospheric as there are obstructions
in Suction of fresh air. Applying general gas equation to the
atmospheric condition of air and the condition of air before
compression, we have

p.1 v	 p1(v–v.)

1,. -

Volume of air sucked referred to ambient conditions,

	

	 Fig. 30.1. p-v diagram with
clearance volume,

P.

= -iph', - 
(v - 04)

We know that volumetric efficiency,

Z ',	 p1T',(v1_v4

Z^ 	 P. T, 
	 )

p1T',(v+v–v4)

=	 ,	
)	

. . (: V = v+v)

=
p,,Ti1	 v v V.

=l+K_Kx1 .
P.T' (	 V,

	where	 K = Clearance ratio = v I v,

Now for the polytropic expansion process 3.4,

	

• 	 ,,_	 I,
P2 0,r —p1v4

hh,
V4 (P2
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Substituting the value of v4 1 v in equation (I), we have volumetric efficiency referred to
ambient conditions,

(^2p1Tj
K

P.	

I	 I	 ...(ii)11=-••.—j-[l+K—	
p)

When the ambient and suction conditions are same, then p = p 1 and T = T1 . In such a case,

nu= I+K_K[J	 ...(iii)

Example 30.3. A single stage air compressor receives air at / bar and 27' C and delivers

at 6.5 bar. The atmospheric pressure and temperature are 1.013 bar and 15° C. The compression

follows the law p v 1.25 = constant and the clearance volume is 5 percent of the stroke volume.

Calculate the volumetric efficiency referred to the atmospheric condition.

Solution. Given:p 1 =l bar; T1=27°C=27+273=300K;p26.5bar;PI.0l3b ar;

T= 15°C= 15+ 273 =288 K;n = 1.25 ;v.=5%v,=0.05 v,

We know that clearance ratio,

K = vIv, = 0.05v,/v, = 0.05

Volumetric efficiency referred to the atmospheric condition,

p1T

P. T, I	 ( P1

lx288
=	

+0.05_0.05(1.013 x3001

Jul.25]

= 0.783 or 78.3% Ans

Example 30.4. A single stage reciprocating air compressor takes in 7.5 m 3/mm of air at I
bar and 30° C and delivers it at 5 bar. The clearance is 5 percent of the stroke. The expansion and
compression are polytropic. n = 1.3. Calculate 1. the temperature of delivered air; 2. volumetric
efficiency, and 3. power of the compressor.

Solution. Given: v—v4 =7.5m3Imin ; p, =l bar= 1x105 N/m2 ;T1 =30°C=30+273
=303K;p2 =S bar =5x 10 N/m2 ;v=5%v,=0.05v;n= 1.3

Temperature of delivered air
Let	 = Temperature of the delivered air.

1.3-I

( LlWe know that	
T 	 = (_) 

13 = 
1.45

T1	 P , tj

= T1 X 1.45 = 303 X 1.45 = 439.3 K = 166.30 C Ans.

2. Volumetric efficiency
We. know that clearance ratio,

v	 0.OSv
K= — =	 '=0.05

V,	 I.),
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Volumetric efficiency.
Il,,	 111.3

T, I +K_K() = t+0.05_0.05()

= 1.05-0.172 = 0.878 or 87.8% Ans.

3. I'ov.'er of the compressor
We know that workdone by the compressor.

n- I

II.'w=_---xp1(v1-V4)[(
P2 )

-
ni	 '

- 1 -3	 1 x ICP x 7.5[	
1.3	 n=

= 1462.5 x I J/min 1462.5 kilmin

Power of the compressor
= 1462.5/60 = 24.4 kW Ans.

Example 303. A single stage single acting reciprocating air compressor is required to

handle 30 m3 offree air per hour measured at I bar. The delivery pressure is 6.5 bar and the speed

is 450 r.p.m.
Allowing a volumetric efficiency of 75% an isothermal efficiency of 76% and a mechanical

efficiency of 80% ; Calculate the indicated mean effective pressure and the power reqwred to drive

the compressor.
Solution. Given: vi= 30m3/h Pu =1 bar= IX105m2_6.5 bar 650S

N = 450 r.p.m. ; i = 75% = 0.75	 = 76 % = 0.76	 = 80% = 0.8

Indicated mean effective pressure
We know that isothermal work done

and indicated workdone

(6.5)
= 2.3p1 v 1 log [)= 2.3x I xlO5x3Olog T h

PI

= 5609X103 J/h = 5609k1/h

Isothermal work done 5609=	 - —0---=7380kJ/h
Isothermal efficiency	 0.76

We know that swept volume of the piston.
Volume of free air=

volumetric 	
= 40 m3Ih

Indicated mean effective pressure.
Indicated work 	 - 7380 = 184.5 kJ/m3

= Swept volume - 40
(	 iki	 IkNm_

= 1.845 bar Ans.

= 184.5 kM/rn2
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Power required to drive the compressor

We know that work done by the compressor

- Indicated work done - 7380 - 9225 kiTh
- Mechanical efficiency - 0.8 -

Power required to drive the compressor

9225=	 = 2.56 kW Ans.

Example 30.6. A single stage double acting air compressor delivers 3 m j offree air per
minute at 1.013 bar and 20° Cto 8 bar with the following data.-

R.P.M. = 3; Mechanical efficiency = a9; Pressure loss in passing through intake valves
= 0.04 bar, Temperature rise ofair during Suction stroke = /2°C: Clearance volume 5% ofstroke
volume; Index of compression and expansion, n = 1.35; Length oftile stroke 1.2 times the cylinder
diameter.	 -

Calculate I. power input to the shaft; 2. the volumetric efficiency. and 3. the cylinder
diameter.

Solution. Given :v=3m 3/min;plol3 bar .r_2oc_2o+273...293K;p
$ bar ; N300rpm ; Ti. 09 . Pressure loss _O04 bar ; Temperature rise 12005%
=0.05 v n= 1.35 ;L= 1.20

Let	 Volume of free air at the Suction conditions.

Since there is a pressure loss of 0.04 bar in passing through intake valves, therefore suction
pressure,

P, = p,-0.04 = 1.013-0.04 = 0.973 bar = 0.973x 05 N/rn2
Also there is a temperature rise of air of 12°C during Suction stroke, therefore temperature of

air at the beginning of compression,

= T+ 12 = 20+12 32°C = 32+273 = 305K

We know that P. U. i,1v1
=

- PVT, - 1.013x3x305
= 3.25 m3/min- p1 1;,	 0.973 x 293

Power input to the shaft
We know that indicated workdone

rtn	 11P21,,
— xp 1vlI-- I	 —I

1(ñ)
35-1

1.35	 8 )-135
=	 xO.973 x 105 x 3.25{(	 i ] i/mm

= 885x 10 i/mm = 885kJImjn
and indicated power	 = 885/60 = 14.75 kW
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We know that power input to the shaft

= Indica ted power= 16.4 kW Ans.
Ti,,,	 0.9

2. Volumetric efficiency
We know that clearance ratio,

K =	 = 0.05 v,Iv;= 0.05

Volumetric efficiency.

= I +K—K) = 1 +0.05-0.05[73)
Pi

= 0.812 or 81.2% Ans.

3. Cylinder diameter
Let	 D = Cylinder diameter, and

L = Stroke length = 1.2 D	
. . . (Given)

We know that swept volume per stroke

= xD2 XL = !xD2 X 1.2D = 0.9426D3

Since the compressor is double acting, therefore number of working strokes per minute

= 2N 2x300 = 600

and swept volume per minute
03426D3 X600 = 565.56L)

We know that volumetric efficiency (Ti),

0.812 - - _ 2-_
- v, - 565.56D3

D3 = 0.00707 or D = 0.192m = 192 mm Ans.

and	 L = 1.2D I.2x 192 = 230.4 mm Ans.

Example 30.7. A single acting two-stage air compressor deals with air measured at
atmospheric conditions of 1.013 bar and IF C. At suction, the pressure is  bar and the temperature
is 30° C. The final delivery pressure is 17 bar, the interstage pressure is 4 barand perfect intercooling
is to be assumed. If the LP. cylinder bore is 230 mm, the common stroke is 150 mm and the speed of
the compressor is 350 r.p.m. ; calculate I. the volumetric efficiency of the compressor; 2. the volume
oatniospheric air dealt with per minute ; and 3. the power of the driving motor required. Assume
the clearance volume of LP. cylinder to be 5% and the indices of compression and expansion in the
LP. and H.P. cylinder lobe 1.25; the mechanical efficiency being 85%.

Solution. Given:p I.013bar;T,,15°C' 15+273288KP1at=lX14/m
= 30° C = 30 + 273 = 303 K ;p 3 17 bar; p2 

=4 bar; = 230 mm= 0.23 m ; L= 150mm
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I. Volumetric efficiency of the compressor

We know that volumetric efficiency of the compressor,

P. 	 (p1
=	 I 3K–KI	 l73

1x288	 4 " I H.P.\ 
/ /1 ____

 ]
= L0I3x3o3{ +0.05_Q.05(_)

J X/
U,= 0.843 or 84.3% Ans.

	

2. Volume of atmospheric air dealt with per minute	 line

We know that swept volume of the L.P. Cylinder per

	

minute,	
—Volume

= Swept volume per stroke
x No. of working strokes/min	 Fig. 30.2

=.(D1)2LxN

= (0-23)2 0.15 x 350 = 2.l8 m 3/min	 . . . L For single acting, N = NJ
Volume of atmospheric air dealt with per minute,

=	 2.18x0543 = 1.838m 3/min Ans.	 .(.i 
= V. /V)3. Power of driving motor required

Let	 T2 = Temperature of air leaving the L.P. cylinder or entering the intercoo4er,

= Temperature of air leaving the intercoojer or entering the H.P. cylinder, and

Temperature of air delivered by the H.P. cylinder
= T, for perfect intercooling

We know that for polytropic compression 1-2 in the LP. cylinder,
125-I

T,

1.25

TI	 PI
-	

= j-	 =13195

= T x 1.3195 = 303x 1.3195 = 400K
Similarly, for polytropic compression 2'-3 in the H.P. cylinder,

1.25-I
1'3	 1p3)	 (17

	= 1.3356	 .. . ( . p2' = p2)

T3 = T2'x 1.3356 = 303x 1.3356 = 405K 	 .. - T2' = T1)
We know that mass of air dealt with per minute,

Pt),	 I013X105x1838m	 - -- =
	 -28 	 2.25 kg/mm
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Indicated workdone by L.P. compressor,

WL = —jXmR(7'2-7'1) = j1x2.25x287(400-303)J/mJn

= 313 1901/mm	 313.19kJ/min
and indicated workdone by H.P. compressor,

%= -	 XmR(T3—T2') = j51X2.25x287(405_303)J/rnin

= 329 330 J/min = 329.33 ki/min	 . . . 
( '2' = T1)

We know that total indicated work done,

W = W1+ WH = 313.19+329.33 = 642.52 kJ/min
Power of the driving motor required.

P = 642.52/60 = 10.7kW Ans.
Note: The total workdone (W) by a two-stage air compressor with perfect intercooling may also be determined
by using the relation,

W.---X,,1RT1ffif+fr1']_2n—I 	 (P2)
Example 30.8. A two stage, single acting air compressor compresses air to 20 bar. The air

enters the LP. cylinder at I bar and 27' C and leaves it at 4.7 bar. The air enters the H.P. cylinder
a: 4.5 barand 27' C. The size of LP. cylinder is 400 mat diameter andSOO mm stroke. The clearance
volume in both cylinders is 4% of the respective stroke volume. The compressor runs at 200 r.p.m.
Taking index of compression and expansion in the two cylinders as 1. 3, estimate 1. the indicated
power required to run the compressor; and 2. the heat rejected in the intercooler per minute.

Solution. Given:p4 =2Obar ; p t l bar= IxlN/m2;T27oC2l2lS3K
p2=4.7bar;p3=45bar45101JJm2;T = 27° C27 +273300K;D_4 nun= 04m;Lj500m.mr05m;K = v 1 /v, = V3/V34%004;N...2rpm;nl3
I. Indicated power required to run the compressor

We know that swept volume of L.P. cylinder.	 20

v, 1 = (D1 )2 L1 = i'(0.4)'0.5 m3

= 0.06284m3
and volumetric efficiency,

1L l+K_K(j

7
= 1+0.04-0.04 (4

 T
= 0.9085 or 90.85 %

F
JV07 1	 L.P.

v,.14.

v,l

Volume
Fig. 303
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Volume of air sucked by L.P. compressor.

V 1 	 V X TI, = 0.06284 x 0.9085 = 0.0571 m3/stroke

= 0.0571 xN,,, = 0.0571 x200 = 11.42 m1/min

For single acting, no. of working

strokes per mm, N. 	 N=200)

and volume of air sucked by H.P compressor.

p 1 V1	 lxll.42
V3 = - =	

= 2.54 m'/rnin	 . . . ( i'11 = p v)
P3

We know that indicated workdone by LP. compressor.
fli p2 ----W1xPivt[j	

—I]
1.3-I

=	 X lx I0x ll.42{(	 )_ 
i] J/min

= 2123.3x iO i/mm = 2123.3 ki/min

and indicated workdone by H.P. compressor.

[( P̂3 ) "
WHXP3V 	 —1

=	
x4.5x l05x2.54{(	 )_ ] 

1/mm

= 2034.5 x 103 i/mitt = 2034.5 kJ/min

Total indicated workdone by the compressor,

W=	 =2l23.3+2034.5 = 4157.8klfmin

Indicated power required to run the compressor

= 4157.8/60 = 69.3 kW Ans.

2. Heat rejected in the intercooler per minute

Let	 T, = Temperature of air after compression in the L.P. cylinder.

We know that mass of air dealt for compression in the L.P. cylinder,

PV,	 I xlO'x 11.
m=—	 ---

42 
= 13.26kg/mi n

RT1	 287x300

.(: R for air =2871l1(gK)

1.3-I

Ti	 Ip "t"	 (47'iTi
and	 _.ji	 =1—	 =1.429

Ti	P)	 I

T2 = T1 x 1.429 = 300x 1.429 = 428.7 K
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We know that heat rejected in the intercooler

= mc,,(T2—T1)

= 13.26 x I (428.7— 300) = 1706.6 kJ/min Ans.

c , for air= I ki/kgK)
30.5. Thermodynamic Cycle for a Rotary Air Compressor

Asa matter of fact, the idea! compression in a rotary compressor is isentropic (i.e. frictionless
adiabatic) which is shown by the graph 1-2' in Fig. 30.4 (a) and (b).

- Volume -i..	 - Entropy .-,,-

(a) 'v diagram.	 (6) T-s diagram.

Fig. 30.4. Thermodynamic cycle for a rotary air compressor.

But in actual practice, there is always some friction among the air molecules as well as between
the air and the compressor casing. Moreover, there is always some shock at the entry and exit of air.
It results in the formation ofeddies at the entry and exitof the air. The above factors cause an increase
in the temperature of the air at the exit without increasing its pressure. As a result ofThis, the
temperature of air coming out of the compressor is more than that if it would have been compressed
iseatropically. A little consideration will show, that increase in the air temperature causes increase in
its volume. Thus the amount of work done is also increased.

In Fig. 30.4 (a) and (h), the graph 1-2' shows the idea! Isentropic compression from pressure
PI to P2 (with an increase in temperature from T, to 7;'). The graph 1-2 shows the actual polytropic
process (i.e. pci = constant).
Note: In actual polyiropic process, the value of index ii is greater than y(about 1.7).
30.6.. Efficiencies of a Centrifugal Air Compressor

We have already discussed in Art. 30.2 that the criterion for thermodynamic efficiency of a
centrifugal air compressor is isentropic. But in general, the following efficiencies of a centrifugal air
compressor are important from the subject point of view:

I. isentropic efficiency (or compressor efficiency). It is the ratio of work (or power)
required to compress the air isentmpically to the actual work required to compress the air for the same
pressure ratio. Mathematically, isentropic efficiency,

- h2'—h,	 7;T2'—

-	 - 7.2—TI

where	 h2' = Enthalpy of air at exit for isentropic compression,

h2 = Enthalpy of air at exit for actual compression,
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Enthalpy of air at inlet, and

1'2' '2' T, = Temperatures at corresponding points.

2. Polyt topic efficiency. It is the ratio of work (or power) required to compress the air
polytropically to the actual work required to compress the air for 'he same pressure ratio. Mathemati-

cally, polytropiC efficiency,
(y—	 n

"	 y

where	 = Ratio of specific heats, and

n = Polyiropic index.

Note: The value of ann is always greater than Y.
Example 30.9. A centrifugal compressor delivers 0.5  kg otair per second at a pressure of

1.8 bar and 100° C The intake conditions are 2(/' C and I bar. Find the iseturopic efficiency of the
compressor and the power required to drive it. Taken = 1.65 and c,, = I kJilcg K.

Solution. Given:m0.5kg/SP2=1.8Tl0000+273_373KT2O°C
20+273=293K;p1=lbar;flI.65Cp=1kkgK

Iseniropic efficiency

Let	 T2' = Temperature of air at exit for isentropiC compression.

165-I
T2' (, 'V	 (1.8 

165We know that	 -T1	 =	
= ( l . 8)0391 = 1.261

T1' = T1 x1.261 = 293x1.261 =369 K

We know that isentropiC efficiency.

- T2'—T1 = 369-293 = 0.95 or 95% Ans.
T11— T2 —T1	 373-293

Power required to drive the compressor
We know that work done in compressing the air isentropically.

W = mc(T2 —TI ) = 0.5x 1(373-293) = 40kJ/s

Power required to drive the compressor,

= 40 kW Au.	 . ..(.. lkJ/slkw)

Example 30.10. A centrifugal compressor with 70% isentropic efficiency delivers 20 kg of

air per minute at  pressure of 3 bar. If compressor receives air at 20° C and at a pressure oil
bar,find the actual temperature of the air at exit. Also find the power required to run the compressor.
if its mechanical efficiency is 95%. Take yand cfor air as 1.4 and I kJ/7'g K respectively.

Solution.

p1 = I bar;T1,,,=95%0 .95 ;y= l.4;c= I kJ/kgK

Actual temperature of the air at exit

Let	 T1	 Actual temperature of the air at exit, and

T2' = Temperature of the air at exit for isentropic compression.
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1.4-I

We know that	 -

	

=	 = ()
2	 (3)0.286 = 1.369

= T1 x 1.369 = 293 x 1.369 = 401.1 K

We also know that isentropic efficiency (Ti).

07 -
- T2'—T1 - 401.1-293

T2 —T1 - T2-293

0.7T2 -205.l =401.1-293=108.1

= 447.4 K = 174.4° C Ans.

Power required to run the compressor

We know that work done in compressing the air isentropically,

W = mc 1, (T2 - T1 ) = 20 x 1(447.4-293) = 3088 kJ/min

= 51.47 kJ/s

Power required to run the compressor

=5147=5147= 54.25 kW Ans.

Example 30.11. A centrifugal compressor having compression ratio 012.4 compresses the

air polyt ropically according to law pv' 6 = constant Find the polyt ropic efficiency of the compressor

(fc = 0.995 kJ/kg K and ç = 0.71 kllkg K.

Solution. Given:*p2 /p 1 =2.4;n= 1.6;c,,=0995kJ/kgK;c°0.71 kJ/kgK

We know that ratio of specific heats,

y c. / c = 0.995/0.71 = 1.4

Polytropic efficiency of the compressor,

lip	 Y	 n-1	 1.4
= ())= 

1 -x-j---1 = 0.762 or 76.2% Ans.

30.7. Static and Total Head Quantities

As a matter of fact, the velocities encountered in a centrifugal compressor are very large as
compared with those of a reciprocating air compressor. It is, therefore, very essential to take into
consideration the velocities for the analysis purpose.

Now consider a horizontal passage of varying area through
which I kg of air is flowing as shown in Fig. 30.5.

Let	 T1 = Temperature at section I in K,

= Enthalpy at section tin Id/kg.

p1 = Pressure of air at section 1 in bar,

V1 = Velocity of air at section I in mis, and

T2, h2, p2. V2 = Corresponding values at section 2.

Superfluous data

Fig. 30.5. Static and total head
quantities.
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Now let us assume a steady flow of air from section 1 to 2. so that no heat is transferred as
well as no work is done, as the air flows through thepassage. Applying thesteady fiowenergy equation
to the system.

1	 V2	 105p2v2	 V+05p1v1

1000 
+ 

2000 ' + 1000 +
V2	 v

c,T1 + 	 =
2000 CP T2 + 2000

or in other words,	 c,,	 V2
T+ 	 = Constant

... (Assuming p 1 v1 = P2 V2)

In the above general expression, the temperature (1) stands for the actual temperature of the
air recorded by a thermometer which is also moving in the air with the same velocity as that of air.
A little consideration will show, that if the moving air is brought to rest under reversible adiabatic
conditicns, the total kinetic energy will be converted into heat energy, which will increase its
temperature and pressure. The new temperature and pressure of the air are called total heat or
stagnation temperature (T0) and pressure (p0) respectively.

cp T+ V2 	 V2
2000= 

c,, T0 	 or	 T0 - T 
= 2000

V2h0—h - 
2000

where h0 is the stagnation enthalpy.

The total head pressure may be obtained from the equation.

and ... (. h=cj)

1_ 1po (T0 )	 r0 (p0)7
or!T)	 TIp)

where y is the usual ratio of specific heats.
Notes: 1. The term p0 ip is called static pressure ratio.

2. This relation maybe used for any two sections in a centrifugal compressor also.
Example 30.12. A centrifugal air compressor having isen tropic efficiency of 70% receives

air at 170 C If the outer diameter of the blade tip is I m and the compressor runs at 5000 rpm
find: I. the temperature rise of the air: and 2. the static pressure ratio.

Solution. Given: I1,=70%=0.7;T 1 = 17°C= 17+273=290K;D=l m ; N = 5000 r.p.m.

We know that blade velocity,

,tDN itxlx5000
VII =— j--=	 =261.8m/s

Tempesrure rise of the air

Let	 (T2 - T1 ) = Temperature rise of the air.

We know that work done by the compressor per kg of air,

V	 (261.8)2
10001000 r68.5 kJ
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We also know that work done by the compressor per kg of air (w),

	

68.5 = c(T2 —T1 ) = I(T2 —T I )	 .. . (For air ,c = I kJ/kgK)

(T2 —T1 ) = 68.5°C or K Ans.

Static pressure ratio

Let	 = Sttitic pressure ratio, and
Pi

= Temperature of air at exit for isentropic compression.

We know that isentropic efficiency (ii),

T,'—T1	 T2'-290

	

0.7 =
	 - T = 685

= (0.7 x 68.5) + 290 = 337.95 K

1

and P2	 T2' 1-t - (
225 )14 - l 

= ( l.l65)	 1.71 Ans.
P I 	 T,

= 	-	 290

30.8. Slip Factor

We have already discussed in Art. 29.9 that the ideal or maximum work doue by a centrifugal
rotary compressor

= m(V,, 1 )2 = m(Vb)2

The above relation has been derived under the assumption that V, = V,, But in actual practice,

V is a always less than Vb. The difference between V. and V (i.e. V. - V,) is known as slip and

the ratio of V to V. (i.e. V,,, t lVb) is known as slip factor.

30.9. Comparison of Turbine and Centrifugal Compressor Blades

Following are the main points of comparison of the turbine and centrifugal compressor blades.

S. No.

2.

3.
4.

,
5.

Turbine blades	 Centrifugal compressor blades

Passage between the blades is converging. 	 Passage between the blades is diverging.

Due to converging passage, the flow gets Due to diverging passage, the flow gets diffused
accelerated. But the pressure decreases. 	 or decelerated. But the pressure increases.

The flow is more stable. 	 The flow is less stable.

The flow always takes place in one direction Sometimes, the flow breaks away and reverses
only.	 its direction.

The blades are simple in design and ..'Thc blades are complicated in design and
construction, as their profile consists of construction, as their profile consists of aerofile
circular art and straight line. 	 section based on aerodynamic theory

EXRUSES
I. A single stage rcciprocatinlair compressor takes in air at I bar and 15°C. The conditions at the

end of suction are 0.97 bar and 300 C. The discharge pressure is 6 bar. The clearance is 5% of the stroke. The
compression and expansion follows iv'	Constant. Find the volumetric efficiency of the compressor.

IAns.78.l%1
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2. A single acting single stage reciprocating air compressor with 5% clearance volume compresses air
from I bar to 5 bar. Find the change in volumetric efficiency of the compressor, if the exponents of expansion
process change from 1.25 to 1.4.	 (Ans. 2.5%J

3. Air is compressed by a reciprocating compressor from 1.05 bar and 27° C to 7.9 bar. During the
suction and discharge, there are inlet and outlet pressure losses at the valves of 0.05 bar and 0.1 bar respectively
and the atmospheric air is heated up after induction to 37° C. Determine the volumetric efficiency of the
compressor. Assume law of compression and expansion to be the same, p&' = Constant and percentage of
clearance volume 4%.	 [An.. 84.2%)

4. A compressor has 150 mm bore and 200 mm stroke and the linear clearance is 10 min. CJculate
the theoretical volume of air taken in ma per stroke when working between I bar and 7 bar. Taken = 125.

(Ans. 2.87X 10m'J
5. A compressor is used to compress air4roJ pressure of 1.013 bar to 7.21 bar. The polytropic

exponent for both compression and expansion is Is = 1.135. The clearance volume of the compressor is
200 x l0 - m3. If the volumetric efficiency of the compressor is 80 percent and the stroke is 250 mm,determine
the cylinder diameter of the compressor. 	 [Ans. 129.2 mmj

6. A single stage reciprocating air compressor takes in air at I bar and l5°C. The conditions at the end of
suction are 0.97 bar and 30°C. The discharge pressure is 6 bar. The clearance is 5 percent of stroke. The compression
and expansion followp v' 3 =Constant and the mass ofairhandkd is I kg/mm. Estimate the stroke volumeand power
needed in kW. Assume compressor speed as l)r.p.m. 	 [Ans. 1.147 x 10 m 3 ;3.28 kW

7. A single stage, double acting air compressor delivers IS mt of air per minute measured at 1.013 bar
and temperature 300 K and delivers at 7 bar. The conditions at the end of suction stroke are pressure 0.98 bar
and temperature 313K. The clearance volume is 4 percent ofthe swept volume and the stroke/bore ratio is 1.3/I.
The compressor runs at 300 r.p.m. Calculate I. volumetric efficiency; 2. cylinder dimensions;3. indicated power

and 4. isothermal efficiency of this compressor. Take the index of compression and expansion as 1.3.
(Ans. 79.6%; 313 mm. 407 mm 165.8kW; 78.8%)

S. A single acting two-stage air compressor deals with 4 mtImin of air under atmospheric conditions
of 1.013 barand 15°C with aspced of 250r.p.m. The del ivery pressure is 80 bar. Assuming complete inlercooling,
find the minimum power required by the compressor and the bore and stroke of the compressor. Assume 3 piston
speed of 3 m/s, mechanical efficiency of 75 percent, and volumetric efficiency of 80 percent per stage. Assume
the polytropic index of compression in both the stages to be it = 1.25 and neglect clearance. 	 [Ans. 50 kWl

9. A single stage double acting air compressor delivers air at 7 bar. The pressure and temperature at
the end of sucticn stroke are I bar and 27° C. It delivers 2 mt of free air per minute when the compressor is
running at 300 r.p.m. The clearance volume is 5 percent of the stroke volume. The pressure and temperature of
ambient air are 1.013 bar and 20°C. The index of compression is 1.3 and index of expansion is 1.35. Find: I.
Volumetric efficiency of the compressor ;and 2. Diameter and stroke of the cylinder if both are equal.

[Ans. 83,8%; 175 mml

QUESTIONS
1. Explain the following terms:

(a) Isothermal efficiency (b) !sentropic efficiency and (c) Volumetric efficiency.
2. Discuss the effect of clearance volume on the volumetric efficiency of a reciprocating air

compressor.
3. Prove that the volumetric efficiency of a compressor is given by

!Le l+K-Kfr

where suffix a and I represent ambient and before compression conditionS respectively and K is the
ratio of clearance volume to the swept volume.

4. Describe 'thermodynamic cycle for a rotary air compressor'.
S. Define static and total head quantities.
6. What do you understand by the term 'slip factor'?
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OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

I. The ratio of the indicated power to the shaft power or brake power of the motor or engine
required to drive the compressor, is called

(a) compressor efficiency 	 (b) volumetric efficiency

(c) isentropic efficiency 	 (d) mechanical efficiency

2. The ratio of the volume of free air delivery per stroke 10 the swept volume of the piston,
is known as

(a) compressor efficiency 	 (b) volumetric efficiency

(c) isentropic efficiency	 (d) mechanical efficiency

3. If the clearance ratio fora reciprocating air compressor is K, then its volumetric efficiency
is given by

I	 -

( Pi

(b)
(P2

If

(c)l+K_K()	 (d)l_K+K(J

4. The volumetric efficiency of a compressor

(a) increases with decrease in compression ratio

(b) decreases with decrease in compression ratio

(c) increases with increase in compression ratio

(d) decreases with increase in compression ratio

5. The volumetric efficiency for reciprocating air compressors is about

(a) 10to40%	 (b)40to60%	 (c)60to70%	 (d)70to90%

ANSWERS

2.(b)	 3(c)	 4(I)

45-
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Air Motors

1. Introduction. 2. Work4one by Air in an Air Motor. 3. Combined Air Motor and Air Compressor
(Compressed Air System). 4. Efficiency of Compressed Air System. 5. Preheating of Compressed Air.

31.1. Introduction
In the last three chapters, we have discussed air compressors and their performance. Though

the air compressors are used for innumerable purposes these days in various fields, yet one of their
uses is in air motors attached to portable tools. An air motor is used as an alternative to an electric
motor, especially when sparks from the electric motor (or cables) might prove dangerous e.g. in
explosive factories and mines.

The operation of a recipr& ating air motor is similar to that of a reciprocating steam engine;
but reverse to that of reciprocating air compressor.
312. Workdone by Air In an Air Motor

As a matter of fact, the compressed air (from an aircornpressor) is made to enter the cylinder
of an air motor which pushes its piston forward in the same way as of a reciprocating steam engine.
Now the actual work is done by the movement of the piston. Now consider an air motor working with
the help of compressed air.

Let	 P1 = Pressure of the compressed air, and

Pt r----i
fLxpaflSlOfl

)	 I	 .	 v	 -t

I

Ps	 Exhaust

G L-4------'--
F

Volume -

= Volume of the compressed air.
The theoretical indicator diagram of a reciprocating air

motor without clearance, compression and pressure drop at release
is shown in Fig. 31.1.

The compressed air from the compressor is admitted into an
air motor at A with pressure p1 . It dnves the piston forward. But

after a part stroke is performed, the air supply is cut-off at B and
the expansion occurs from B to C. After the stroke is completed,
the air which has done some work is exhausted into the atmosphere
at a constant pressure p2.

We know that work done by the air per cycle.

W = Area ABCD	 Fig. 31.1. Workdonc by air motor.

= Area ABFG+ Area BCEF—Area CEGD

PM —p2v?
=Il	

n — I

700
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=

n	 I= _jXPiPJ[I_L_J

=_-jxmRTi{1-(J°]

Example 31.1. An air motor receives air at 3.5 bar and 425 K. and exhaust it at! bar. Find
the amount of work done per kg of air ifthe air expands according to the law pv1 " = constant.

Solution. Given:p 1 = 3.S bar; T1	425K;p2 = lbar;m=lkg;n1.35
We know that work done per kg of air,

W=_--_XmRTII_('i ' 1
n-I	 L	 (p)	 j

I 33-

1.35= i.3s_1x1x287x425{l_(J	 j
= 130 320 J = 130.32 U Ans.

Example 31.2. An air motor is supplied with compressed air at 6.5 bar and 157° C. It is
expanded to 1.04 bar and then exhausted at constant pressure. Determine the amount of work done
by / kg of air and the temperature of air at the end of expansion. Assume the expansion according to
pv = constant and neglect clearance.

Solution. Given: p1 =6.5 bar ; T1	157°C = 157+273=430K; p2 = 1.04 bar
m=lkg; n=1.3
Work done by I kg of air

We know that work done by I kg of air,

W---xmRT1 I-n-I	 p1

13-1

= --ix1x287x43O[I_(-P)]J

= 184 500J = 184.5 kJ Ans.
Temperature at the end of the expansion

Let	 T, = Temperature at the end of expansion.

1.3-1
0.3( p Y	 1.04We know that 

r2 

=	 = ---)'	

= (0.16)	 = 0.655
TI	 P2	 6.5

= 430 xO.655 = 281.6K = 8.6° C ins.
31.3. Combined Air Compressor and Air Motor (Compressed Air Sys(em)

In the last article, we have discussed that the compressed air is carried, from the air compressor,
to the air motor. Sometimes, air compressor and air motor are installed as two separate units. But
sometimes they are installed as one unit. A little consideration will show, that if the air compressor
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and air motor are installed at some distance apart, the hot* cOmpressed air, flowing through the duct,
will get cooled to some .xtenl. But if they are installed as one unit, there is no time for the air to get
cooled. In such a case, some cooling arrangement is provided between the two units. i.e. afterihe air
compressor or in other words before the motor. Such a system is known as compressed air system.

In a compressed air system, the air is first compressed in an air compressor from pressure p1

top2 with a corresponding rise in its temperature. The hot air, leaving the compressor, is now cooled
to the initial compressor temperature. The air is then made to expand in the air motor cylinder from
pressure p2 top 1 with a corresponding fall in its temperature. Thus the temperature of air discharged
from the air motor is less than the initial compressor intake temperature.
31.4. Efficiency of Compressed Air Sysfthl

P2 AN 
PV"= C

0.

.____VoIurno
Fig. 31.2. Compressed air system.

The theoretical indicator diagram of a compressed air
system is shown in Fig. 31.2. The compression of air, in a
compressor cylinder from pressure p 1 to p2 is represented by
the curve 1-2. The hot air leaving the compressor is cooled
down in an air cooler to original compressor intake tempera-
ture.

The air now enters the air motor cylinder, and expands
from pressure p. to p 1 as shown by the curve 3-4 in Fig. 31.2.

Now let us assume the compression and expansion according
to pu = constant and neglect clearance.

Work done on the air compressor

= Area Bl2A =--j(p2v2—p1V1)

=
I 

mR (1'2 - T1)
n-

and work done by the air in the motor.

Area A 348 = '
I 

fi

-- 
( p3v3 - p4v4)

= ---j x mR (T3 - T4)

Now, let	 11. = Efficiency of the air motor, and

= Efficiency of the compressor.

Shaft output of the air motor
= Work done by the air x

= _-jxmR(T3-T4)T1,

ano ...,aft input to the compressor

= 
n 

n 
i—xmR(T2-T1)/

-

(ii)

•	 When he air is compressed, its temperature is increased.
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The overall efficiency of the compressed air system is the ratio of the shaft output of theair
motor to the shaft input to the compressor. Mathematically, overall efficiency of the compressed air
system,

- Shaft output of the air motor
- Shaft input to the compressor

n
—x mR(7-T4) llm -	 TIm- n-i 

n
n	

xniR(T2-T1)/ -
-i

T4	 T4

f3	

TT3 l -;

T2	
=	 XT1,,XT),	 ...(: 7' = Ti).. .(iii)

T2	
IT1 	--1 t

n-I	 n-I
T4 (p1i T2 	 P21We know that	

=	
and - 

(Pi ]

Equation (iii) may also be written as,

n - I	 X1XTL

n

Pi

Example 313. A compressed air system consists of a single singe compressor of efficiency
75 % and air motor of efficiency 65%. if the compression and expansion follows the law pv'2
constant, fii-d the overall efficiency of the system. Take pressure ratio for both the machines as 3.5.

Solution. Given: i=75 % =-U.75 ;i =65%= 0.65; n = 1.25 ;p2/p 1 3.5 orp 1/p2 = 1/3.5

We know that overall efficiency of the system.
n-I

125-I

i_ct
p2

1O =	 n-I	 =	 125—I	
xO.65x0.75

^

]72	n - 	 1.2.5-

p1

- 1-0.778
X 0.65 x 0.75 = 0.38 or 38% Ans.- 1.285-1

Example 31.4. A system using compressed air for power transmission consists of a single
stage compressor and air motor both having mechanical efficiency of 80%. The compression and
expansion takes place according to pv' 2 = constant. The higher and lower pressure for bath
compressor and airmotor are 5 bar and 1 bar respectively. The air is cooled during its passage from
the compressor to the motor to the initial temperature of 15° C. Calculate:

I. Work done in compressor and motor cylinders and 2. Overall efficiency of the system.
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Solution. Given :1k=T=80%=0.8;n=I.2;p2=p3=5 bar =5xI0SN/m2;
p 1 =p4 =l bar= lxIO5 N/ni2 ;T3 = T = 15°C = 15+273 = 288K

[Ct	 '2 = Temperature of air at the end of compression and

T4 = Temperature of air at the end of expansion.
1.2-I

H.	 15\I
We know that	 T = (El

I	 I - I 
2 

= 1.308
T	 Pi)

T2 = T1 x1.308 = 288x1.308= 376.7K

.2-I
Similarly	 [LI 	 ( 15) 12 = 0.765

TI	 P2

T4 = T3 x0.765 = 288x0.765 = 220.3 K

I. Work done in compressor and motor cylinder
We know that mass of air,

	

PI V I	 lxlO5xlm 
=	 = 287x288 = 1.21 kg

	 . . . (Taking v,= I rn

	

RT1	
)

Work done in compressor cylinder,

W12 =	 x m R (T2 - T1)

= 1.21 x287(376.7-288) = 184 820J

= 184.82 kJ Am.
and work done in motor cylinder.

W34 
= n—I x 

rn R (T3 - T4)

=
1.21 x287(288-220.3) = 141060 J

= 141.06kJ Ans.

2. Overall efficiency of the system
We know that overall efficiency of the system,

- (T3—T4)fl, - (288 —220.3)i = 0.488 or 488% Am.
- (T2 - T1)/n, - (376.7 - 288)/0.8

Note The overall efficiency may also be found out from the relation,
- Work done in air motor cylinder x

lo - -Work done in air compressor cylinder/tb,

= 141.06 XO.8 = 0.488 or 48.8%

31.5. Preheating of Compressed Air
We have already discussed in the previous articles that compressed air (from the air compres-

sor) is supplied to an air motor. A little consideration will show, that when the air expands in the
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motor cylinder, its temperature decreases. It will be interesting to know that if proper care in the
design of compressed air system is not taken, then the temperature of exhaust air (from the air motor)
may be below the freezing point. As a result of this, if there is any moisture present in the air, the
same will be deposited in the form of ice, which will block exhaust valves of the motor. In order to
prevent ice formation in the motorcylinder, the air is warmed by the steam in a preheater, at a constant
pressure, before admission to the motor. Since the volume of air is proportional to the absolute
temperature, a part of this heat energy is converted into additional work in the motor cylinder.

Let	 W = Work done in the motorcylinder for the given mass of air without
preheating, and

W' = Work done for the same mass of air after preheating.

Then assuming that the work done is proportional to the volume of air used, therefore
W  -
W T1

Now the temperature, at which the air must be heated (T1 ') in order to avoid freezing may be

found out from the relation:

T2	P2'°
TJ '	 1)

where	 T = Temperature of the exhaust air from the motor.

Example 31.5. The initial pressure of the air in air motor is 5 lxIr and final pressure is!

bar. Find the temperature at which the air must be preheated in order that the temperature after
expansion may be 20 C. Assume the expansion to be according to pv' 3 = Constant.

Solution. Given :p 1 =5 bar; p2 = I bar; T2 = 2°C = 2+273 = 275 K

Let	 T1' = Temperature at which the air must be heated.

0.3
T2 	 (P2	 (1)'3	 rni-iWe know that 	 = 	 = 	 = (0.2) = 0.69

= T2 10.69 = 275/0.69 = 398.6K = 125.6°C Ans.

Example 31.6. An air motor receives air at a pressure of 4 bar and SC? C and exhausts at
I bar. Determine the temperature to which the air should be preheated, so that exhaust temperare
may be 50 CA find the ratio of work done due to preheating and otherwise. Take polytropic index
as 1.35.

Solution. Given :p 1 =4 bar ;T1 =50°C=50+273=323 K;p 2 =l bar ;T2=5°C
=5 + 273 278 K;n= 1.35
ltn:pe,-atsirc to which the air should be preheated

Let	 T1' = Temperature to which the air should be preheated.

133-I

We know that 	 = 

(^2]

	 = (-i)	
= (0.25)	 = 0.698

T1 ' = T, / 0.698 = 278/0.698 = 398.3 K = 125.3°C Ans.
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Ratio of work done due to preheating and o:henvise
Let	 W Work done in the motor cylinder without preheating, and

W' Work done in the motor cylinder after preheating.
We know that the ratio of work done due to preheating and otherwise,

w' T1' 3983
-w =	 =	

= 1.233 Ans.

EXERCISES
I. An air motor receives air at a pressure of 5.5 bar and delivers it it I'bar. Find the amount of work

done per kg of air, if the expansion follows the law pv = Constant. Take temperature of inlet air as 100' C.
[Ans. 155 kJl

2. Ina compressed air system, the compIsslon and expansion of air takes place according to the law
pv" =Constant. Find its overall efficiency if both the machines work within pressure limits of 4.5 bar and I bar.
Take efficiencies of compressor and motor alike.	 [Ans. 74%]

3. The initial pressure of the air in an air motor is 5.25 bar and final pressure :s 1.05 bar. Find the
temperature at which the air must be preheated in order that the temperature after expansion may be 30 C.
Assuming the expansion to be according 10 pv' 3 = Constant.	 [Ans. 1272 Cl

4. A single acting motor works on compressed air at 10.5 bar and 37 C, supplied at the rate of I
kg/rain. The cut-off takes place at 20% of the stroke and the expansion follows adiabatic and friction less down
to 1.03 bar. Determine the cylinder volume, mean effective pressure and indicated power, if the machine fins at
300 r.p.m. Neglect clearance.

QUESTIONS
I. What is air motor 7 On what principle does it work?
2. Obtain expression for the workdone by air in an air motor.
3. Explain the working of compressed air system.
4. Derive an expression for the overall efficiency of a compressed air system.
S. What is preheating of air? Explain its uses.

•	 OBJECTIVE TYPE QtESTlONS

I. The operation of a reciprocating air motor is similar to that of
(a) reciprocating steam engine 	 (b) recipocating air compressor
(c) both (a) and (b)	 (d) none of these

2. Air motors work on the cycle which is the .....of the reciprocating air compressor cycle.
(a) same as that	 (1,) reverse

3. In a compressed air system, the temperature of air discharged from the air motor is
than the initial compressor intake temperature.

(a) more	 (b) less
4. The overall efficiency of the compressed air system is

(a)the ratio of shaft output of the air motor to the shaft input to the compressor
(b) the ratio of shaft input to the compressor to the shaft output of the air motor
(c) the product of the shaft output of the air motor and the shaft input to the compressor
(d)none of the above

ANSWERS

2.(b)	 3.(b)	 4.(a)
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I. introduction. 2. Comparison of Gas Turbines and Steam Turbines. 3. Comparison of Gas
Turbines and I. C. ,Engines. 4. Classification of Gas Turbines. 5. Closed Cycle Gas Thrbines. 6. Gas
Turbines with Intercooling. 7 Gas Turbines with Reheating. 8. Open Cycle Gas Turbines. 9. Comparison
of Closed Cycle and Open Cycle Gas Turbines. .10. Semi-closed Cycle Gas Turbines. Ii. Constant
Pressure Gas Turbines. 12. Constant Volume Gas Turbines.

32.1. Introduction

The idea of gas turbine is the oldest one, and its working principle is an improved version of
the wind mill, which was used several centuries back. In order to achieve an efficient working of the
turbine, the movement of gas (or air) is properly controlled and then directed on the blades fixed to
the turbine runner. The air, under pressure, is supplied to the turbine by an air compressor, which is
run by the turbine itself.

In a gas turbine, first of all, the air is obtained from the atmosphere and compressed in an air
compressor. The compressed air is then passed into the combustion chamber, where it is heated
considerably. The hot air is then made to flow over the moving blades of the gas turbine, which imparts
rotational motion to the runner. During this process, the air gets expanded and finally it is exhausted
into the atmosphere. A major part of the power developed by the turbine is consumed for driving th;
compressor (which supplies compressed air to the combustion chamber). The remaining power is
utilised for doing some external work.

U-2 Comparison of Gas Turbines and Steam Turbines

Following are the points of comparison between gas turbines and steam turbines:

S.No. I	 Gas turbines	 Steam turbines

The important components are compressor and The important components are steam boiler and
combustion chamber.	 accessories.

2.	 The mass of gas turbine per kW developed is The mass of steam turbine per kW developed is
less,	 more.

It requires less space for installation. 	 It requires more space for idstallation.

)-	 The instaitation and running cost is less. 	 The installation and running cost is more

'Me starting ofgas turbine is very easy and quick. The starting of steam turbine is difficult And

/	
takes long time.

Its control, with the changing load conditions, is Its control, with the changing load conditions, is
easy.	 difficult.

21	 A gas turbine does not depend on water supply. A steam turbine depends on water supply.

Its efficiency is less.	 Its efficiency Is hi&her.
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ol

omparison of Gas Turbines and LC. Engines

Flowing are the points of comparison between gas turbines and I.C. engines:

S. NO.

The mass of gas turbine per kW dev.Toped
less.

The installation and running cost is less.

Its efficiency is higher.

4.	 The balancing of a gas turbine is perfect.

The torque produced is uniform. Thus no
flywheel is required.

6.	 The lubrication and ignition systems are simple.

It can be driven at a very high speed.

The pressures used are very low (about 5 bar).

9.	 The exhaust of a gas turbine is free from smok
and less polluting.

They are very suitable for air crafts.

The s tarting of a gas turbine is not simple.

l.c._engines

The mass of an IC. engine per kWdeveoped is
more.

The installation and running cost is more.

Its efficiency is less.

The balancing of an IC. engine is not perfect.

The torque produced is not uniform. Thus
flywheel is necessary.

The lubrication and ignition systems are
difficult.

It can not be driven at a very high speed.

The pressures used are high (above 60 bar).

The exhaust of an I.C. engine is more polluting.

They are less suitable for air crafts.

The starting ofan IC. engine is sin

32.4. Classification of Gas Turbines

Though the gas turbines maybe classified in many ways,yet the following are important from
the subject point of view:

I. According to path of the working .iubstanc'
(a) Closed cycle gas turbines,	 (b) Open cycle gas turbines, and
(c) Semi-closed gas turbines.

2. According to process of/tear absoiptian
(a) Constant pressure gas turbines, and	 (b) Constant volume gas turbines.

In the following pages, we shall discuss all the above mentioned gas turbines one by one.

Closed Cycle Gas Turbines

A closed cycle gas turbine, in its simplest 	 j
form, consists of a compressor, heating chamber, gas
turbine which drives the generator and compressor,
and a cooling chamber.

The schematic arrangement of a closed cycle
gas turbine is shown in Fig. 32.1. In this turbine, the
air is compressed isentropically (generally in rory
Compressor) and then passed into the heating chain-
ber. ,The compressed air is heated with the help of
some external source, and made to flow over the
turbine blades (generally reaction type). The gas,
while flowing over the blades, gels expanded. From
the turbine, the gas is passed to the cooling Amber
where it is cooled at constant pressure with the help
of circulating water to its original temperature. Now
the air is made to flow into the compressor again. It

Healing ctrarrber
\	 2	

enerator

compressor	 Turbine

Cooling chamber

Fig. 32.1. Schematic arrangement of a
closed cycle gas turbine.
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is thus obvious, that in a closed cycle gas turbine, the air is continuously circulated within the turbine.
A closed cycle gas turbine works on Joule's or Brayton's cycle as shown in Fig. 322.

—Volume -	 - Entropy -
(a) p-v diagram.	 (b) T-s diagram.

Fig. 32.2 Constant pressure closed cycle gas turbine.

The process 1-2 shows heating of the air in heating chamber at constant pressure. The process
2-3 shows isentropic expansion of air in the turbine. Similarly, the process 3-4 shows cooling of the
air at constant pressure in cooling chamber. Finally, the process 4-1 shows isentropic compression
of the air in the compressor.

Work done by the turbine per kg of air,

W1=c,, (TI —T3)	 (1)

and work required by the compressor per kg of air,
W = c(T1_ T4)	 .. ( ii)

Now the net work available,

w= w1—w

Notes: 1. In the above expressions, c is taken in kJ/kg K.

2. The power available (or net power of the installation) may be found out from the work available as
usual.

Example 32.1. A simple closed cycle gas turbine plant receives air at! bar and 15° C, and
compresses it to 5 bar and then heats it to 800P C in the heating chamber. The hot air expands in a
turbine back to I bar. Calculate the power developed per kg of air supplied per second. Take cfor

the air as I kfflcg K.

Solution. Given :p3 =p4 =l bar; T4 = l5°C=15+273=288K;p i = p2 = 5bar;

T2 = 800°C = 800+273 = 1073K;c = I kJ/kgK

The p-v and T-s diagram for the closed cycle gas turbine is shown in Fi&:32.3.
Let	 T1 and T3 = Temperature of air after isentropic compression and expansion

(i.e. at points I and 3 respectively).
We know that for isentropic expansion 2-3,

X.J.	 14-I

= (]	 =( J	 = (0.2)°	 = 0.631

T1 = T2 x0.631 = 1073 xO.63l = 677K



I = IIZ43

T1 = T4 /O.631 = 288/0.631 = 456K

Ta
1,1
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Similarly, for isen(rpic compression 4-1,

1,4-I
T4 ± 	=(!)=o63I
T	 (Pi)	 t5)

Volume	 -	 - Entropy .__.ø.

(a) p-z' diagram.	 (1') T-s diagram.

Fig. 32.3

We know that work developed by the turbine,
W.1. = c(T2 -_T3) = 1(1073-677) = 396kJ/s

and work required by the compressor,

W = c,,(T —1'4) = .1(456-288) = 168kJ/s

Net work done byihe turbine,

W' Wi+Wc396'."168228kJ1s

and power developed, 	 P = 228 kW Ans.	 . . . (.1 kits = I kW)
Example 32.2. In an oil-gas turbine installation, it is taken at pressure of) bar and 22° C

ana ccwnpressed to a pressure of 4 bar. The oil with a calorific value 0142 000 kJ/kg is burnt in the
combustion chamber to raise the temperature of air to 550' C. lithe airflows at the rate of 1.2 kg/s
;find the net power of the installation. Also-find air fuel ratio. Take c = 1.05 kJ/kg K.

Solution. Given :P3 = p4 =I bar; T4 = 27°C=27+273=300K;p 1 =p4=4bar;
C=42000 kJ/kg ;T2 = 550°C550+273=823K;m1.2kg/s;cr1.05kj/kgK
Net power of the Installation

Let	 T,and T3 = Temperature of air after isentropic compression and expansion
respectively.

We know that for isentropic expansion 2-3 (Refer Fig. 32.3),
1.4-I

T3 

( P2

p'	 "'

	

= -I	 =I
I I	 (0.25)°'	 = 0.673T2	)	 4)

T3 = T2   0.673 = 823 x 0.673 = 553.9 K

-4
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Similarly, for isentropic compression 4-I,

LJ.	 L4-I
(p4 ' 	 i1'cT

	

= - j =	 ,J	
= 0.673

TJ

T1 = T4 /0.673 300/0.673 = 445.8K

We know that work done by the turbine,
W1 = m c (T2 - T) = 1.2 X 1.05(823 - 553.	 339.1 kJ/s

and work done by the compressor,
W1 = m(T1—T4)

= I.2x l.05(445.8-30 = 183.7kJ/s

Net power of the installation,
= 339.1-183.7 = 154.4 U/s = 154.4 kW Ans.

A jr-fuel ratio
We know that heat supplied by the oil

= mc(T2—TI)

= 1.2x 1.05(823-445.8) = 475.3 kJ/s

Mass of fuel burnt per second

= Heatsupplied

Calorific value 42 000

and air-fuel ratio	 = 
Mass ofair	 1.2
 = - = 109.1 Ans.

	

Mass of fuel 	 0.011

J, 
Oas Turbine with Intercooling

compressor	 -
Generator

5 	
TurbineOmpressor

3

[,,^

Cooling thamber

Fig. 32.4. Schematic arrangement of a closed cycle gas turbine with intercooler.

We have already discussed that a major portion of the power developed by the gas turbine is
utilised by the compressor. It can be reduced by compressing the air in two stages with an intercooler
between the two. This improves the efficiency of the gas turbine. The schematic arrangement of a
closed cycle gas turbine with an intercoOler is shown in Fig. 32.4.
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In this arrangement* , first of all, the air is compressed in the first compressor, known as low

pressure (L.P.) compressor. We know that as a result of this compression, the pressure and temperature
of the air is increased. Now the air is passed to an intercooler which reduces the temperature of the
compressed air to its original temperature, but keeping the
pressure constant. After that, the compressed air is once
again compressed in the second compressor known as high 2	 •
pressure (H.P.) compressor. Now the compressed air is

- -

passed through the heating chamber and then through the
turbine. Finally, the air is cooled in the cooling chamber I—-3
and again passed into the low pressure compressor as 	

-

shown in Fig. 32.4. 	 E
The process of intercooling the air in two stages of 	 r4 =7 6

compression is shown on T-s diagram in Fig. 32.5. The	 Iprocess 1-2 shows heating of the air in heating chamber at
Entropyconstant pressure. The process 2-3 shows isentropic expan-

.sion of air in the turbine. The process 3-4 shows cooling of
the air in the cooling chamber at constant pressure. The 	 Fig. 32.5. T-.c diagram for iriterciroting.
process 4-5 shows compression of air in the L.P. compres-
sor. The process 5-6 shows cooling of the air in the intercooler at constant pressure. Finally, the
process 6-I shows compression of air in the H.P. compressor.

'York done by the compressor per kg of air,

W1 = c(T2 -. T3 )	 . . . ( i)

and work doue by the compressor per kg of air.

W=c[(T1-T6)+(7'5_T4)]	 ...(ii)

Now the net work available,

W= WT- W (iii)
Notes.: 1. The power available (or net power of the installation) maybe found Out from the work available as
usual.

2. For perfect intercooling, the intermediate pressure maybe found out from the relation,

P6 = Pa =	 =
3. For perfect intercooling,

= T6 ; and T, = T1

Euni pe 32.3. A gas turbine plant consists oftwo stage compressor with perfect intercooler
and a wigle stage turbine, if the plant works between the temperature limits of 3(X) K and 1000 K
anal par and 16 bar ;find the net power of the plant per Jig , of air. Take specific hear constant
pressure as I LI/lg K.

Solution. Given: T4=3OQK;T2=lOoOK;pap4Jba;pi.p2=l6b&;c_lkJgK
The T-s diagram is shown in Fig. 32.6.

Let	 T1 , Ta, T5 and T6 .= Temperature of air at corresponding points.

We know that for perfect intercooling, the intermediate pressure,

p5 p6 =4p 1 xp4 ='16xl =4bar

Please r.fer Chapter 28 (Art. 28.14) also.
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Now for the isentropic process 2-3,

T2 (P2)
14	 1

j—J	 0.453
l6)

T3=7x1453

= l(JOxO.453 = 453K
Similarly for the isentropic process 4-5,

T4. (P4 Y

T5 - p5

14-I

=	

'	
= 0.673

= T, / 0.673 = 300/0.673 = 446K

We know that for perfect inter cooling,

= T 446K

1.4-I

1'	 ( p6 	 (4 \14
and for isentropic process 6-I,	 - =	

= -
j J	 = 0.673

= 1 xO,673 = 446x0.673 = 300K

Now work done by the turbine perkg of air,

W.1. = c,,(T2_ T) = 1(1000-453) = 547 kJ/s

and work absorbed by the compressor per kg of air,

W	 [(T1—T6)+ (Ts —T4)]

= 1 [(446-300) + (446— 300)] = 292 kJ/s

We know that work done by the plant per kg of air,

W W1 —W 547-292 = 255 kJ/s

Net power of the plant, P = 255 kW Ans.

3.7. Gas Turbine with Reheating

The output of a gas turbine can be considerably improved by exánding the hot air in two
stages with a reheater between the two. The schematic arrangement of a closed cycle gas turbine with
reheating is shown in Fig. 32.7.

In this arrangement, the air is first compressed in the compressor, passed into the heating
chamber, and then to the first turbine. The air is once again passed onto another heating chamber and
then to the second turbine. Finally, the air is cooled in the cooling chamber and again passed into the
compressor as shown in Fig. 32.7.
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The process of reheating in the two turbines is shown on T-s diagram in Fig. 32.8. The process
1-2 shows heating of the air in the first heating chamber at constant pressure. The process2-3 shows
isentropic expansion of air in the first turbine. The process 3-4 shows heating of the air in the second
heating chamber at constant pressure. The process 4-5 shows isentropic expansiot of air in the second
turbine. The process 5-6 shows cooling of the air in the intercooler at Constant pressure. Finally, the
process 6-I shows compression of air in the compressor.

Generator

Compressor	 First turbine	 Second
turbine

6
.Cooling Chamber 

Fig. 32.7. Schematic arrangement of a closed cycle ga.c turbine with reheating.

Work done by use turbine per kg of air,

WT 	 I= c,,[(Ta_T3)+(T4 _Ts)] 	 T2
'.\	 .T4

Ti
and work done by the compressor per kg of air,

W = c[(1—T)]	 . ()E

Now net work available,

W= WT —WC	 ...(iii)

Notes: I. The power available (or net power of the instal-
lation may be found out from the work available as usual.

2.. For maximum work, the reheating should be done to an intermediate pressure,

3. Sometimes, cooling and reheating is provided simultaneously in gas turbines. In such a case, the
corresponding values should be used.

Example 32.4. In a gas turbine plans, the air is compressed in a single stage compressor
from / Ixir to 9 bar and from an initial temperature of 300 K. The same air is then heated to 'q
temperature of 800 K and then expanded in the turbine. The air is then reheated to a temperature of
800 Kand then expanded in the second turbine. Find the maximum power that can be obtainedfrøn
the installation, if the mass of air circulated per second is 2 kg. Take c1, = I kJ/kg K.

Solution. Given: p6 = p5 =lbar; p 1 =p2 =9bar; T6 = 300K; T2 = T4=800K;

m=2kgIS; c=lki/kgK

The Ts diagram of the reheat Cycle IS shown in Fig. 32.9.
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Let	 T1, 1'3 T3	 Temperature of air at the corresponding points.
We know that for maximum power (or work), the

intermediate pressure,

P, = p4 = '/p 1 xp6

= 11T = 3 bar
We also know that for isentrupic compression of

air in the compressor (process 6-I),
IL!	 1.4-I

i' 	 P , V

T6	 , p6	 (St)

= (9)0286 = 1.873

T1 = T6x1.873

= 300x1.873 = 562K	
Fig. 32.9

For isentropic expansion of air in the first turbine (process 2-3),

1.4-I
 ( L, Y

=	

=	 = (3)0.286 = 1.369
T3	 P3 )
	

3

= T2 / 1.369 = 800/ 1.369 = 584 K

Similarly, for isentropic expansion of air in the second turbine (process 4-5),

P.4-I

= (J 
V =	

(3)0.286 = 1.369
T5	 Al

= T/ 1.369 = 800/ 1.369 = 584 K

We know that work done by the turbine,

WI = mc[(T2—T3)+(T4--7'5)J

= 2x I [(800-584)+(800--584)J = 864 kJ/s
and work absorbed by the compressor,

W1 = mc,,(T1.-T6) = 2x1 (562-300) = 524 kJ/s

We also know that net work available,

W = W1 - W = 864 - 524 = 340 Id/s

Power that can be obtained from the installation,

P = 340 kJ/s = 340 kW Ans.

Example 32.5 A closed cycle gas turbine consists of a two stage compressor with perfect
intercooler and a two stage turbine, with a reheater. All the components are mounted on the same
shaft. The pressure and temperature at the inlet of the low pressure compressor are 2 bar and 300
K. The maximum pressure and temperature are limited :08 bar and 1000 K. The gases are heated in
the reheater :o 1000 K Calculate mass offluid circulated in the turbine, ifthe net power developed
by the turbMe is 370kW Also find the amount of heat supplied per secondfrom the external source.

46-
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Sohitioi. Given: p6 =p5 =2 bar ; T6 =300K; p1 = p2 =8bar; T2=I000K;

T4 =I000K; P=370kW

The T-s diagram of the reheat cycle, is
shown in Fig. 32.10.

Mass offluid circulated in the turbine

Let in = Mass of air circu-
lated in the tur-
bine.

T1 , 7'3 T5, T7, T8 = Temperature of air
at the correspond-
ing points.

We know that for perfect cooling, the
intermediate pressure,

Now for the isentropic process 6-7,

1.4-I

	

== 

( I f

	
= (0.5)' 	 0.82

T,	 p7 ) .	 4

= T6 /0.82 = 30010.82 = 366K

We know that for perfect cooling,

= T7 = 366K

Again, for the isentropic process 8-I.
IL.i	 I.4-t

= 11	 1i	 = (0. 5)02 = 0.82
T1	 Pt)	 i8)

T8=T1x0.82=366X0.82300K

and for the iseniropic process2-3,
iLl	 1.4-IT3	 E3

=1' 	 =(-=Q82
T2	 P2)	 8.)

= T2 x0.82 ='I(O.xO.S2 = 20K

Sirnir1, for the isentropic process 4-s,

TS iLl	 1.4-I=(fli 
=1=082

T4	 ILP4)	 4)

T5 = T4 x0.82 = I000x0.82 = 820K

We know that work done by the turbine.

W.1.	 mc[(T2—T3)+(T4 TS)1

= m  I I(1000-820)+(1000-820)) = 30mkJIs
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and work absoihed by the compressor,

W =

= mx I [(366-300)+(366-300)J = 132 n:

Net work done by the turbine,

W= W1 —W =360m-132m = 228mkJ/s

We also know that power developed by the turbine (P),

370 = 228m or m = 1.62kg/s Ans.

Heat supplied from the external source
We know that heat supplied from the external source

= mc[(T2 — TI ) +(T4_T3)J

= 1.62x I [(1000-366)+(1000-820)JkJIs

= 1318.7 kJ/s Ans.

32.8. Open Cycle Gas Turbines

An open cycle gas turbine, in its simplest form, consists of a compressor, combustion chamber

and a gas turbine which drives the generator and compressor.

Fig. 32.11. Schematic arrangement of an open cycle gas turbine,

The schematic arrangement of an open cycle gas turbine is shown in Fig. 32.11. In this turbine,
the air is first sucked from the atmosphere and then compressed isentropically (generally in arotary

compressor) and then passed intQ the combustion chamber.9The compressed air is heated by the
combustion of fuel and the products of combustion (fa. hot gases formed by thecombustion of fuel)
also get mixed up with the compressed air, thus increasing the mass of compresd air. The hot gas,
is then made to flow over the turbine bladenerally of reaction type). The gas, while flowing over
the blades, gets expanded and finally exGad'sted into the atmosphere.

An open cycle gas turbine is also called acontinuous combustion gas turbine as the combustion
of fuel takes place continuously.çThis turbine also works on Joule's cycle. The relations for work
done by the compressor and turbine are same as those of closed cycle gas turbine.

Note: In an open cycle gas turbine, the process 3-4 has no practical importance, as the air is exhausted into the
atmosphere at point 3 and fresh air is sucked in the compressor at point 4.
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32.9. Comparison of Closed Cycle and Open Cycle Gas Turbines

S.No.

5.

6.

Following are the points of comparison between
Closed cycle gas turbine

The compressed air is heated in a heating
chamber. Since the gas is heated by an external
source, so the amount of gas remains the same.
Thegas fromthe turbineis passed intothecooling
chamber.
The working fluid is circulated continuously.
Any fluid with better thermodynamic properties
can be used.
The turbine blades do not wear away earlier, as
the enclosed gas does not get contaminated while
flowing through the heating chamber.
Since the air, from the turbine, is cooled by
circulating water, it is best suited for stationary
installation or marine uses.
Its maintenance cost is high.
The mass of installation per kW is more.

 closed and open cycle gas turbines.

Open 1yd'ja3 turbine
The compressed air is heated in a combustion
chamber. The products of combustion get mixed
up in the heated air.
The gas from the turbine is exhausted into the
atmosphere.
The working fluid is replaced continuously.
Only air can be used as the working fluid.

The turbine blades wear away earlier, as the air
from the atmosphere gets contaminated while
flowing through the combustion chamber.
Since the air, from the turbine, is discharged into
the atmosphere, it is best suited for moving
vehicle.
Its maintenance cost is low.
The mass of installation per kW is less. 	 -

Example 32.6. A constant pressure open cycle gas turbine plant works between temperature
range of J50 Cand 700' C andpressure ratio of 6. Find the mass of air circulating in the installation,
f ii develops 1100 kW. Also find the heat supplied by the heating chamber.

Solution. Given: 7'4 = 15°C= 15+273=288K;T2 = 700°C=700+273=973K;
p 1 /p4 =6;P= 1100 kW

Mass of air circulating in the installation
Let	 m = Mass of air circulating in the installation.

and T3 = Temperatures of air after isentropic compresion and expansion
respectively.

We know that for isentropic expansion process 2-3 (Refer Fig. 32,2),

14-I
T3 (p3 1	 (i'flTi (l.2so
—= 1 — I	 = 1 — I	 =1—I	 =0.599

'2 	 P2)	 6)	 6)

= T2 x0.599 = 973x0.599= 583K

Sim.larly, for isentropic compression process 4-I,

14-I
1'4	 (p4'Y	 (l\'	 (l\0286
—=1—I	 =1—I	 =1—I	 =
T1 y,	

0.599
)	 6)	 6)

T1 = T4 10.599 = 288/0.599 = 481 K
Now work done by the turbine per kg of air.

W1 = mc (T2 —T3) = m  1(973-583) = 390mkJls

and work absorbed by the compressor per kg of air,
W = mc(T1 —T4) = m  1(481 —288) = 193rnkJ/s
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Net work done by the turbine per kg of air.

W WT —W = 390m-193rn = I97rnkJ/s

and power developed by the installation (F'),
1100 = 197m or m = 1100/197 5.58kg1s Ans.

Heat supplied by the heating chamber
We know that.heat supplied by the heating chamber

= mc(T2_.T1)

= 5.58 x  (973 —481) = 2745.4 Wi ts Arts.
32.10. Semi-dosed Cycle Gas Turbines

A semi-closed cycle gas turbine, as the name indicates, is a turbine which is a combination of
two turbines, one working on open cycle and the other on closed cycle. The open cycle turbine is
used to drive the main generator and works within the pressure limits of atmospheric and about 16
bar. The closed cycle turbine is used to drive the air compressor and works within the pressure limits
of about 2 bar and 16 bar.

Strictly speaking, the semi-closed cycle gas turbines are not used on commercial basis, though
they are important from academic point of view only.

32.11. Constant Pressure Gas Turbines

A turbine in which the air is heated in the combustion (or heating) chamber at constant
pressure, is known as constant pressure gas turbine. Almost all the turbines, manufactured today, are
constant pressure gas turbines.

32.12. Constant Volume Gas Turbines

A turbine in which the air is heated in combustion (or heating) chamber at constant volume is
known as constant volume gas turbine. These turbines are not used on commercial basis, though they
have academic importance only.

EXERCISES
J( A simple closed cycle gas turbine installation works between the temperature limits of 300K and

1000 K and pressure limits of I bar and 5 bar. If 1.25 kg of air is circulated per second, determine the power
developed by the turbine. For air, take c,, = 1.008 Id/kg K and  = 1.4.	 68GS kWJ

In a gas turbine plant, operating on Brayton cycle, air enters the compressor all bar and 27°C. The
pressure ratio in the Cycle is 6. Calculate the maximum temperature in the cycle and the power developed by the
turbine. Assume the turbine work as 2.5 times the Compressor work. Take 1' = 1.4 	 [Ans. 703.5 kW)

3. A gas turbine plant consists of two stage compressor (with perfect inter. ooler) and a single stage
turbine. The plant receives air at I bar and 290 K. If the maximum pressure and temperature of air in the plant
is 12.25 bar and 950 K, find the power developed by the plant per kgofair. Take specific heat at constant pressure
as I kJ/kgK.	 tAns.235kW)

4. In a gas turbine installation, the air is compressed in a single stage compressor from I bar to 6.25
bar and from an initial temperature of 20° C. The air after compression is heated in a chamber to a temperature
of 750° C. The hot air is expanded in the turbine and then reheated to a temperature of 750° C. The hot air is
once again expanded in the second turbine. Find the power that can be developed per kg of air.

[Ans. 269 kWJ

QUESTIONS

I. What is a gas turbine? How does it differ fmm a steam turbine?
2. How does a gas turbine compare with the internal combustion engine power plant?
3. List the methods of improving the efficiency and specific output of a simple gas turbine.
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4. Draw the layout of a gas turbine plant which has two stage compression with complete
intercooling. The high pressure turbine develops power enough only to drive the high pressure
compressor. The L.P. turbine drives both the L.P. compressor and the load. Indicate the ideal process
of this plant on a T-s diagram.

5. What are the essential components of a simple open cycle gas turbine plant?

6. Differentiate clearly between a closed cycle gas turbine and an open cycle gas turbine.

7. Write a short note on semi-closed cycle gas turbine.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

1. A closed cycle gas turbine works on
(a) Carnot cycle	 (b) Rankine cycle

(c) Ericsson cycle 	 J1oule cycle

2. In a closed cycle gas turbine, the air is compressed
(a) isothermally	 (r) isentropically

(c) polytropic ally	 (d) none of these

3. The gas in cooling chamber of a closed cycle gas turbine is cooled at

(a) constant volume	 (b) constant temperature

constant pressure	 (d) none of these

4. A closed cycle gas turbine gives efficiency as compared to an open cycle gas turbine.

(a) same	 (b) lower	 (higher

5. Reheating in a gas turbine
increases the thermal efficiency	 (b) increases the compressor work

(c) increases the turbine work	 (d) decreases the thermal efficiency

ANSWERS

1. (d)	 2.(b)	 3.(c)	 4.(c)	 5.(a)


